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Abstract

The interaction of intense few-cycle infrared laser pulses with matter is the funda-

mental process at the heart of attosecond science, which is the study of phenomena

with duration below 10−15 seconds. Few-cycle laser pulses, which have durations in

the femtosecond regime, have previously been used to reveal and control the struc-

ture and dynamics of atoms, molecules and solids. The physical interpretation of

such experiments relies on the accurate simulation of the complex, highly nonlinear

material dynamics during the few-cycle laser pulse. The future of attosecond science

thus depends on the correct interpretation of few-cycle laser interactions with mat-

ter. The question of whether the current theoretical models completely capture all

of the significant interaction physics would be answered by an experiment showing

quantitative agreement between theoretical predictions and experimental data in the

regime necessary for the study of attosecond science. In this thesis, experimental

data which shows quantitative agreement with theory in this regime is presented.

The ionised photoelectron spectrum from few-cycle above threshold ionisation is di-

rectly compared with theoretical predictions1. The method by which the predictions

are compared to experimental data is presented and it includes detailed simulations

of the electron detection system and takes into account the finite spot size of the

focussed laser beam. The target atomic species is atomic hydrogen (H), the sim-

plest of all atomic systems, and the only species for which ab initio simulations can

be calculated in this regime. The data show an unprecedented level of quantitative

agreement with the advanced ab initio time dependent Schrödinger equation simula-

tion over an order of magnitude range of electron energies and laser intensities. The

strong-field approximation fails to quantitatively agree with the data which confirms

that this commonly used model is not adequate for experiments requiring significant

agreement between data and predictions. These results mark the first quantitative

experiment in the regime of attosecond science and as such should provide the basis

for future comparisons of experiment and theory.

1provided by collaborators. See Chapter 6.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn’t matter how

smart you are. If it doesn’t agree with experiment, it’s wrong.”

– Richard Feynman (1918–1988).

1.1 Dissertation overview

The aim of this dissertation is to study the process at the heart of attosecond science,

the interaction of few-cycle pulses with matter. The importance of this interaction

is become increasingly apparent as research on the attosecond timescale starts to

encompass not just physics, but also biology and chemistry. Over the past decade the

properties of the electron and photon bunches which result from these interactions

have been measured with high precision. Initially, these measurements provided

the ability to reveal and control the structure and dynamics of atoms [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

at previously inaccessible timescales. Then the experimental techniques employed

in these experiments were extended to molecules [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and solids [11].

The correct interpretation of the experimental data heavily relies on the theoretical

models that are used for analysis. It is a well known fact in current practice that

theoretical predictions can vary depending on the model used to simulate the high-

field few-cycle interactions with matter [12]. Approximations are generally made to

decrease the complexity of calculations, however, the question of how much these

approximations effect the quantitative interpretation of experimental data has not

been established before now.

In this thesis the quantitative accuracy of both the time dependent Schrödinger

equation (TDSE) and the commonly used strong-field approximation (SFA) is de-

termined by comparing their respective predictions with experimental data from

the interaction of atomic hydrogen (H) and a high-field few-cycle laser. The direct

integration of the TDSE is shown to agree with the experimental data at the 10%

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

level, while the SFA comparison agrees only at the order of magnitude level. The

level of agreement with the TDSE is unprecedented in the field of attosecond sci-

ence and it shows that for the specific conditions used in the experiment, conditions

that are typical for the majority of attosecond science experiments, the calculations

completely capture all of the significant interaction physics.

Unless specified otherwise, the data presented in this dissertation were taken

at the Australian Attosecond Science Facility (AASF) which is an integral part

of the Centre for Quantum Dynamics (CQD) at Griffith University in Brisbane,

Australia. The core research carried out at the AASF is based on the application of

a few-cycle Femtolaser ‘Femtopower Compact Pro’ laser. The laser was installed in

2007 with the chief goal of investigating the attosecond timescale processes which

result from the interaction of few-cycle pulses with matter. All of the experimental

work was performed by the author and a fellow doctoral student, William Wallace.

The atomic H source, the detection system and matters relating to the vacuum

system, were the province of the author while the maintenance and operation of

the laser was the responsibility of Mr Wallace. Important work in the initial stages

of the experiment was also performed by another colleague, fellow doctoral student

Dane Laban. Post-doctoral Dr Adam Palmer also assisted towards the end of the

experiment. The direction of the experiment was under the guidance of Assoc. Prof.

Igor Litvinyuk, Assoc. Prof. Robert Sang, and the author’s supervisor and AASF

director Assoc. Prof. Dave Kielpinski. Vital corrections to this document were

made by Dave Kielpinski, Chiara Brophy, Gerard Brophy and Gregory Pullen.

1.2 Review of the field

In this section, an overview of the ultrashort high-field physics relevant to the results

presented in this thesis will be presented. The progression from the observation of

multiphoton effects to the current situation of measuring atomic and molecular

processes on the attosecond time scale will be discussed and particular attention

will be paid to the explanation of the high-field process known as above threshold

ionisation, the progression of the field of attosecond phenomena and the role atomic

H has played in high-field physics up until now.
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1.2.1 From multiphoton to high-field physics

The start of multiphoton physics dates back to the prediction of the two-photon

transition in 1931 [13]. The technology necessary to observe this transition was not

yet available so it was two decades before a two-photon transition was seen between

the Zeeman sublevels of a rubidium gas [14]. While it may seem insignificant in the

context of the current experiments, the observation of a two-photon effect marks

the beginning of multiphoton research, a field which would grow and become ultra-

fast high-field physics1. The attainment of pulses where the temporal duration is

comparable to the oscillation period of the carrier wave [16] prompted the flourish-

ing of research focussing on the measurement of phenomena with timescales in the

attosecond regime. The importance of this field of research, called ‘attosecond sci-

ence’, is indicated by the recent results showing that it is now possible to reveal and

control the structure and dynamics of atoms, molecules and solids on the attosecond

timescale.

Not long after the creation of the radio frequency (RF) equipment required to

observe the two-photon transition between the Zeeman sublevels of rubidium, the

laser was created [17]. This innovation gave researchers access to much higher in-

tensities in the visible and infrared regions which are needed for the two-photon

excitation [18, 19] and two-photon absorption [20] in atoms and molecules.

A major milestone was the observation of multiphoton ionisation (MPI) in xenon

[21], molecular hydrogen [22] and atomic H [23]. The experiments showed that af-

ter focussing a Q-switched laser into each target species ions were created which

originated from the point of interaction. This ionisation occurred when multiple

photons were absorbed simultaneously which add energetically to at least the ioni-

sation threshold (IP ) of the target species. The rate of this process is proportional to

IN where I is the laser intensity and N is the number of photons necessary to reach

IP . The intensities required for multiphoton ionisation are at least 1010 W/cm2

and are more typically on the order of 1013 − 1015 W/cm2, depending on the target

species [13]. Due to energy conservation, the kinetic energy of the ionisation electron

is equal to the difference between IP and the addition of the energies of the absorbed

photons,

E = N~ω − IP , (1.1)

1The term ‘high-field’ is characterised by the onset of optical-field ionization [15]
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where ω is the laser angular frequency. Multiphoton ionisation can be adequately

described by lowest order perturbation theory (LOPT) with respect to electron-

field interaction and the seminal theoretical paper by Keldysh from 1965 is able to

calculate the observed outcome [24].

A problem with the LOPT model arises, however, when more than the minimum

number of photons needed to reach IP are absorbed. This process is called above

threshold ionisation (ATI) [25] and it was first observed for xenon [26]. The exper-

imental advancement which allowed the discovery of ATI was the detection of the

ionised electrons and not the ions. This improvement allowed the energy distribu-

tion of the ionised electrons to be measured and furthermore it was found that there

was an unexpected peak in the energy spectrum. It transpired that ATI produced

electron spectra with discrete peaks which were separated by the irradiating photon

energy. For low laser intensity the energy of the kth peak is given by,

Ek = (N + k)~ω − IP , (1.2)

where k is the number of additional photons absorbed. It has been demonstrated

that at higher laser intensities the peak positions in the ATI spectrum does not

necessarily follow Eq. 1.2 as resonances can occur with high lying Rydberg states

[27]. After the discovery of ATI, it was clear that the leading-edge of multiphoton

physics had moved beyond LOPT and it had entered the non-perturbative regime

[28]. Initially there was a problem with how to interpret the new results since it was

known that electrons in free space could not absorb a photon, however, the agreed

upon answer to this question is that an electron still in the presence of the field of

its parent ion can absorb a photon whilst still satisfying momentum conservation

laws [13].

Ponderomotive energy

The binding potential that the electron in an H atom feels from the nucleus is equal

to the atomic unit of electric field which is given by,

E0 =
e

4πϵ0a20
= 5.14× 1011 V/m, (1.3)

where e is the electron charge, ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity and a0 is the Bohr

radius. At the intensities necessary for ATI to occur, typically between 1013 −
1015 W/cm2, the electric field of the laser approaches the value of E0. As a con-
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sequence of this, the Coulomb potential felt by outer shell electrons is suppressed.

With the suppression of the barrier, the previously bound electron can tunnel out of

the potential and become ionised. This tunnel ionisation process was first described

in the seminal work of Keldysh in 1965 [24] and it is the dynamic behaviour of the

electron after this process that is the core part of modern high-field physics research

[29].

The cycle-averaged kinetic energy of the electron in the oscillating electric field

of the laser is called the ponderomotive energy and this is expressed as,

UP =
e2I

2cϵ0meω2
F

= 9.337× 10−5Iλ2
C , (1.4)

which is in units of eV and is a function of the laser intensity, I, in units of

×1015 W/cm2 and the laser centre wavelength, λC , in units of nm. The pondero-

motive energy is a useful parameter as it sets the typical energy scale for most

strong-field interactions [30]. For example, multiples of UP are also used to char-

acteristic the features of both ATI and high harmonic generation (HHG) spectra.

The maximum energy that an electron ionised from ATI can have is on the order

of Emax ∼ 10UP , and likewise, the maximum energy of a photon generated from

HHG can have is equal to Ωmax = IP + 3.17UP . These maximum energy values are

both determined by the phase of the laser pulse at the exact moment the electron

initially gets ionised.

Keldysh parameter

The parameter UP is included in what is called the Keldysh parameter,

γ =
tT
T

=

√
IP
2UP

, (1.5)

where tT is the time taken for an electron to tunnel through the suppressed Coulomb

barrier and T is the period of the laser electric field oscillation. When the time taken

to tunnel through the potential barrier is long compared to the laser oscillation

period, i.e. γ > 1, the likelihood of tunnel ionisation is low. In this regime, for a

fixed laser frequency, the laser intensity is too low to induce ATI and only MPI takes

place. Conversely, when the time taken to tunnel through the potential barrier is
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short compared to the laser oscillation period, it is more likely that tunnel ionisation

will take place. This occurs when γ < 1 and is the regime where ATI dominates the

ionisation rate. In the situation of γ = 1, ionisation events from both MPI and ATI

are expected.

Direct ATI

Initial theoretical work investigating the simulation of multiphoton phenomena was

based on the LOPT theory of Keldysh, however it did not correctly predict the

results of ATI experiments. The development of what is now called the Keldysh-

Faisal-Reiss (KFR) SFA [31, 32] provides a mathematical description which can

adequately describe the ATI electron spectrum found in [26]. The KFR framework

achieves this by approximating the probability of detecting an electron after irradi-

ating a target in its ground state (| Ψ0⟩) with an intense laser. The exact solution

to this problem is,

Mp = −i lim
t→∞

∫ t

−∞
⟨Ψp(t) | U(t, τ)HI(τ) | Ψ0(τ)⟩ dτ (1.6)

where | Ψp(t)⟩ is a scattering state with momentum p, and U(t, τ) is the time

evolution operator of the interaction Hamiltonian HI which includes contributions

from the atomic binding potential and from the interaction with the laser field.

The main approximation made in the SFA model is that the ionised electron no

longer feels the binding potential of its parent ion after the initial tunnel ionisation

event at time t0. Mathematically this approximation is satisfied by inserting the

substitutions U → Uf and | Ψp⟩ →| Ψv
p⟩ into Eq. 1.6 to arrive at,

Mp = −i
∫ ∞

−∞
⟨Ψv

p(t0) | UfHI(t0) | Ψ0(t0)⟩ dt0. (1.7)

Here Uf is the time evolution operator for the Hamiltonian of an electron in a laser

field without a binding potential and | Ψv
p⟩ is the Volkov wavefunction, which is the

analytic solution for a free electron in a laser field. The solutions to this approxi-

mation predict the existence of the ‘direct’ photoelectrons which dominate the ATI

spectra up to energies ∼ 2UP . The first ATI peaks observed in [26] were in this

low energy regime. However, with the adoption of time-of-flight spectroscopy as the

detection method in the 1990s, experiments which showed results inconsistent with

the approximations inherent in Eq. 1.7, were published. Firstly, angular distribu-

tions in the ATI spectra of xenon and krypton were observed [33] and secondly, a
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plateau at high energies of the ATI spectrum (similar to the plateau found in HHG

[34]) was reported [35].

Rescattered ATI

 

(a)

 

(b)

 

(c)

 

(d)

Figure 1.1: a) The electron is confined within the Coulomb binding potential. b)
The Coulomb barrier is suppressed by an intense light field and the electron can
tunnel through. c) The electron is ionised into the continuum when the laser causes
the barrier to be suppressed in the opposite direction. d) The electron can either
directly ionise, return to the parent ion and emit its energy as a photon (HHG),
inelastically scatter off the ion and in doing so, release another electron to ionise
(NSDI) or elastically scatter of the parent ion with extra energy (ATI).

In 1993 the semi-classical three-step model was introduced [36] which can be ex-

tended to the KFR SFA framework. The most relevant insight that this model

revealed was the possibility that the electron could return to the parent ion at some

later time, t1. The model is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1.1 and is explained

below:

Fig. 1.1(a)

The electron wavepacket is contained in the atom by the Coulomb binding

potential.

Fig. 1.1(b)

The Coulomb potential is suppressed by the intense electric field gradient of the

ultrafast laser. The amount of suppression is a function of the laser intensity

and angular frequency, and is described by the Keldysh parameter, γ (Eq. 1.5).

As the intensity increases (and γ decreases), the Coulomb barrier is suppressed

more and the probability of tunneling ionisation occurring increases.
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Fig. 1.1(c)

The laser pulse then propagates further and the Coulomb potential is now

suppressed in the opposite direction. The electron is then ionised into the

continuum.

Fig. 1.1(d)

Some of the electrons will be directly ionised as described above, however,

some of the electrons may undergo other processes [36]:

1. The electron may return to the ground state of its parent ion and release

a photon. The photon energy will be an integer multiple of the laser

photon energy. This process was first observed in 1987 [37] and is known

as high harmonic generation.

2. If the energy of the electron is sufficiently high (greater than the e −
2e scattering energy of the target species), then via inelastic scattering,

another correlated electron ejection can occur. This is the process behind

nonsequential double ionisation (NSDI) [38, 39].

3. The electron may also scatter from the parent ion elastically. In this

case, the electron absorbs extra energy from the field and is therefore

more energetic than the direct electrons. This processes is referred to as

‘rescattering’ and is an important part of ATI.

The development of the rescattering theory was able to explain a number of

experimental observations: the ATI angular distribution of both xenon and kryp-

ton [33]; the plateau observed in the ATI spectrum of xenon [40]; the decrease in

HHG yield observed with elliptical polarisation due to the returning electron miss-

ing the parent ion after gaining momentum from the laser photons [41, 42]; and the

suppression of low order ATI peaks with increasing laser intensity [43, 44].

Mathematically, rescattering can be included in the SFA formalisation in a man-

ner similar to the method used to arrive at Eq. 1.7. In this case, however, the

atom-laser interaction Hamiltonian is rewritten to include the atomic binding po-

tential, V (r), only for the situation when the electron returns to the parent (for

details see Chapter 3 in [28]). With this approximation, the probability amplitude

is calculated for both the direct electrons and the rescattering electrons,

Mp = −i
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ t1

−∞
⟨Ψv

p(t1) | V Uf (t1, t0)V | Ψ0(t0)⟩ dt0 dt1. (1.8)
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The solution of Eq. 1.8 can account for the features of typical ATI spectrums

[12]: the direct ionisation region from zero energy to 2UP ; the transition region from

2UP to about 5UP , where rescattered electrons start to dominate over the direct

electrons; and the plateau between 5UP and the spectral ‘cutoff’ at 10UP . The

most qualitatively successful application of the SFA was with comparisons of the

ATI spectra for a number of rare gases in the rescattering regime [45]. Qualitative

agreement was found between experiment and theory, however, most comparisons

differ by more than an order of magnitude.

1.2.2 Attosecond science

Attosecond phenomena refers to processes which occur within timescales between

10−18 − 10−15 s [46]. The first report of attosecond metrology was in 2001 with

the measurement of a 650± 150 as pulse generated from high harmonic generation

(HHG) in a gas [1]. Since this first report of attosecond timing resolution, there

have been technological advances which have allowed the generated of sub 100 as

extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses [47].

Few-cycle lasers

The key technology behind high-field physics is the mode-locked laser [15]. A mode-

locked laser generates ultrashort pulses of light using a technique called mode-locking

[48, 49]. The underlining process of mode-locking is the periodic modulation of the

resonator losses which causes a fixed phase relationship between the axial resonator

modes. The simultaneous oscillation of these modes induces destructive interference

for all but an extremely small time interval. This time interval is where the axial

modes constructively interfere to create an ultrashort pulse. The pulse circulates

inside the resonator cavity and once per round trip a portion of the light is trans-

mitted through a partially transparent out-coupling mirror. The length of the pulse

is a function of the cavity design and the properties of the components in the cavity.

Basic Fourier analysis shows that shorter pulses are generated as the spectral width

of the resonator light increases. The spectral width of the oscillating laser light is

mainly a function of the gain medium inside the cavity. Of course, the mirror sets

also play a part in the spectral width of the laser output, but it is common these

days to get mirrors with bandwidths greater than the gain bandwidth.

Over the past three decades, advances made in the creation of laser gain medi-

ums has been one of the reasons that pulse durations have been reduced from the
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Figure 1.2: An example of a few-cycle laser pulse with the pulse envelope (blue) being
Gaussian in this case. The duration of the electric field envelope is comparable to
the duration of the electric field oscillations. When the peak of the electric field and
the envelope align, the pulse is considered a cosine-like pulse (red). The the CEP is
adjusted by ±π

2
, the pulse is considered a sine-like pulse.

picosecond regime down to < 3 fs in both the near-infrared (NIR) [50] and the deep

ultraviolet (DUV) [51]. Initial work in the efforts to decrease pulse durations was

focussed on improving the operation of dye lasers. Pulses of 6 fs duration were gen-

erated at a wavelength of 640 nm which correspond to less than three optical cycles

[16]. However, dye lasers have some intrinsic disadvantages such as dye degradation

during operation, the requirement to handle toxic substances when changing dyes

and the limited output powers. The solution to these disadvantages came with the

adoption of the titanium sapphire (Ti:S) crystal as a gain medium [52]. Ti:S has a

wide gain bandwidth (650 - 1100 nm) which allows both a large tuning range and

the generation of ultrashort pulses with spectra hundreds of nm wide. The rapid

uptake of Ti:S as the mode-locking gain medium of choice meant that development

in ultrashort dye laser technology effectively stopped.

Even in the early days of development it was not uncommon for Ti:S mode-

locked lasers to produce pulses in the femtosecond regime [53]. However, it wasn’t

until intracavity dispersion compensation [54] was combined with Kerr lens mode-

locking [55] using either, semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) [56]

or self mode-locking (SML) [57], that pulse durations at the sub two-cycle level were

generated straight out of a laser resonator [58, 59].
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At pulse durations within the few-cycle regime, a simplified expression for the

electric field of the pulse is,

E (t) = FE(t) exp (−i (2πfLt+ ϕ)) , (1.9)

where fL is the laser centre frequency, ϕ is the carrier envelope phase (CEP) offset

and FE is the envelope function which determines the pulse duration. If a Gaussian

electric field envelope is assumed, FE can be given by,

FE (t) = exp

(
−t2

4t2E

)
, (1.10)

where tE equal to the 1/e2 temporal half width of the electric field envelope. Typi-

cally, however, the pulse duration (tP ) is specified at the full width at half maximum

(FWHM) level of the intensity envelope and not the electric field envelope. As the

intensity envelope is the square of the electric field envelope, the relationship between

the intensity FWHM and the electric field 1/e2 half width is given by,

tP = 2
√
2 ln(2) tE. (1.11)

The parameter ϕ in Eq. 1.10 describes the phase difference between the peak of

the electric field and the peak of the pulse envelope and its value can influence

the outcome of high-field processes such as ATI [60] and HHG [61]. Eq. 1.9 is

presented in graphical form in Fig. 1.2 for a Gaussian pulse envelope (blue curve)

at two different values of CEP. When ϕ = 0 (red curve), the pulse is often called

a cosine-like pulse, while for ϕ = π/2 (purple curve), the pulse is called a sine-like

pulse.

Interaction of few-cycle pulses and matter

The processes resulting from the interaction of intense few-cycle pulses and matter

are at the core of attosecond science and the fundamental process is the tunnelling

ionisation of the outer shell electron through the suppressed Coulomb binding poten-

tial. It is this process and the subsequent electron dynamics which are investigated

in both experimental and theoretical research. Electron and photon bunches with

temporal durations in the attosecond regime are created during the ionisation pro-

cess [29]. Theoretical simulations are required to extract the physical parameters of

interest from the energy and momentum distributions of both attosecond bunches.

For this reason, the theoretical models should include all the relevant interaction
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physics for the specific conditions of the experiment. The SFA is often employed

for this purpose due to its lower computational requirements and recent simulations

have explored the applicability of using the SFA to predict the ATI spectrum of

atomic H by comparing the results to those of the direct integration of the TDSE

[12]. Qualitative agreement was found after the application of a scaling factor but

this was limited to the order of magnitude level. A comparison of experimental ATI

data and theoretical predictions has been published for pulses of length 100 fs [45].

In this instance, spectra from neon, argon, krypton and xenon were directly com-

pared to simulations from the SFA. The results show order of magnitude agreement

between the experimental data and simulations only in the case of xenon and signif-

icant disagreement between theory and experiment was found for the other gases.

These results represent the current state-of-the-art quantitative comparison and as

such there has therefore been no results showing quantitative agreement between

theoretical predictions and experimental data in high-field physics.

Attosecond experiments

The first generation of pulses in the attosecond regime were produced by superim-

posing laser pulses tens of femtoseconds long [62]. A train of XUV attosecond pulses

separated by one half cycle of the laser field was generated in the HHG spectrum.

Each train was on the order of tens of femtoseconds long and were reconstructed

from the measured harmonic phases and amplitudes [63]. The first report of a sin-

gle sub-fs XUV pulse was in 2001 from an unstabilised few-cycle laser where the

measured XUV pulse duration was 650± 150 as [1]. Since then pulses on the order

of 100 as have been created using the same technique [47] or by using a method

called polarisation gating [3]. These XUV pulses have been used to resolve electron

dynamics within 150 as [64] and observe realtime electron tunnelling which occurs

on the attosecond timescale [65]. The generation of XUV pulses is always accom-

panied by electron pulses with similar durations. Measurements of these electrons

have been used to create an all optical time domain double slit experiment [66], to

show how few-cycle pulses can control the motion of bound electrons in molecular

dissociation [8] and to reveal information about the electron orbital and the nuclei

position in O2 and N2 [10].

The first measurement of attosecond phenomena was achieved by implementing

a technique called ‘attosecond streaking’. This technique was first reported in 2001

and has since become a commonly used tool [1]. The technique involves the following
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procedure:

1. A few-cycle pulse is focussed into a gas medium

2. After tunnel ionisation, an XUV pulse is generated via HHG.

3. The XUV pulses are focussed into a gaseous medium where they initiate tunnel

ionisation.

4. The few-cycle seed pulse and the recently ionised electrons interact with each

other.

5. The electrons’ momentum distribution is shifted as a function of the laser

electric field conditions at the instant of ionisation.

6. The momentum shift of the electron distribution causes a ‘streak’ to occur in

the angular distribution of the ionised electrons.

7. The electrons are monitored as a function of either the delay between the XUV

and the few-cycle pulse, or the laser intensity.

The technique of exciting the target with a ‘pump’ beam and using a second beam

to ‘probe’ the excited target is common. Variations of the technique [2, 5, 67] are

commonly employed to characterise the laser electric field [68] and the XUV bursts

[47], as well as to take tomographic images of the distribution of ejected electrons [64]

and to retrieve inner-atomic relaxation dynamics [69]. The correct interpretation

of these experimental results is only possible with the help of numerical modeling.

As the experiments start to extend into the molecular regime the importance of the

interpretation of the experimental results becomes even more crucial and its impact

on other fields will “critically depend on progress in the theoretical understanding

of the dynamics of excited multi-electron systems and their interaction with strong

fields.” [69].

1.2.3 Atomic H in high-field physics

The usefulness of atomic H as a test for theoretical predictions has been essential for

the advancement of physics. From the explanation of missing lines in the emission

spectrum of the sun in the 19th century to being the catalyst for the development

of quantum electrodynamics (QED), atomic H has been at the forefront of scientific
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research. Its advantage over other atomic species in a theoretical context is the

fact it is composed of two sub-atomic particles only: one proton and one electron.

This atomic simplicity provides the possibility of arriving at an analytical solution

of the TDSE for a number of situations. The addition of more electrons or more

particles in the atomic nucleus represents a significant increase in the complexity of

the solution. In the case of high-field laser interactions with atomic H, there are still

parameter regimes in which the solutions does not converge [70, 71]. However, for

the majority of experimental parameters used in high-field physics, solutions to the

numerical integration of the TDSE can be found for the case of atomic H.

There has been a significant amount of high-field research conducted on atomic

H, both experimentally and theoretically, with the goal of reaching an agreement

between the two being the chief objective [72]. After the initial experimental results

showing the observation of MPI by the detection of the hydrogen ions [23], a number

of papers were published showing resonance behaviour in the low energy regime of

the ATI spectrum [73, 74]. The positions of the peaks were found not to be inten-

sity dependent, and yet the number of observed peaks did increase with intensity.

The behaviour was attributed to the shifting of Rydberg states with high quantum

numbers into resonance due to the AC Stark shift. This hypothesis was supported

by theoretical simulations [75].

A shift in the ATI peak positions as a function of the laser intensity was also

reported for high photoelectron energies [27]. The explanation for this behaviour

must be different from the resonance behaviour as no intensity dependence is ex-

pected for high-lying Rydberg states from which the low energy electrons originate.

The suggested reason for this behaviour is that while the low energy photoelectrons

are created via direct ionisation, the photoelectrons with high energy are created

via tunnelling ionisation and should therefore show some intensity dependence due

to the ponderomotive shift of the ionisation potential.

In addition to the observation and subsequent theoretical explanation of the low

energy resonant ATI peaks and the intensity dependence of the high energy peaks,

the plateau region of the ATI spectrum was investigated. The plateau region had

first been observed in the rare gases but the question of whether multielectron effects

played a part in its formation was unknown. Using atomic H as the target species

was a decisive test of its origins. The results showed that while the plateau was

significantly less pronounced than with the rare gas species, it did in fact exist [27]

thereby showing that multielectron effects were not the cause. Theoretical backing
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in the form of the integration of the one dimensional TDSE was used to confirm

these findings.

The interaction of intense pulsed lasers with atomic H was important in the early

days of high-field physics and observations of the electron spectrum combined with

theoretical simulations provided information on a number of ionisation features.

Since the last results by Paulus et al. in 1996 [27], the use of atomic H in exper-

imental high-field physics has been largely overlooked. This is mainly due to two

reasons: creating an atomic H beam is difficult and requires the careful construction

of an appropriate dissociation mechanism; and the number of detected electrons has

contributions from both atomic H, molecular hydrogen and also possibly from the

atomic discharge source. However, with the recent establishment of the attosec-

ond science field as an extension to high-field science, a comparison of experimental

data and theoretical simulations in the appropriate parameter regime should be as

valuable as it was in the early days of MPI and ATI.

1.3 Outline of this thesis

The outline of the thesis is as follow:

Chapter 2

This chapter describes the technique in which H2 molecules are dissociated into

their constituent atoms. The design and construction of the helical resonator

used for this purpose is presented. The method in which the efficiency of the

dissociation process is determined is also presented.

Chapter 3

In this chapter the commercial few-cycle laser system is described. The ap-

plication of the laser to the specific task of inducing tunneling ionisation in

atomic H is addressed. The method in which the absolute value of the laser

intensity is measured is discussed with a particular focus on the error of the

measurement.

Chapter 4

This chapter presents the electron detection system. A detailed description of

the components used in the system is given with an explanation of how the

electrons are spectrally resolved. Thorough simulations of the detection system

have been implemented in the electrostatic modeling program ‘SIMION’.
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Chapter 5

In this chapter the procedure used to collect experimental data is explained.

A thorough analysis of the errors acquired during the data taking process is

given with the application of the Allan variance being of importance.

Chapter 6

This chapter presents how the raw electron count rates are directly compared

to theoretical predictions. The post processing of the theory curves includes

taking into account the detection system acceptance function and the Gaussian

focal volume of the laser beam. The comparison shows agreement at the 10%

level.

Chapter 7

This chapter presents an overview of the experiment and includes some con-

cluding remarks about the implications the research presented in this thesis

has for the future of the field of attosecond science. The future direction of

the experiment is also discussed with some initial results being presented.



Chapter 2

Atom delivery

“The two most common elements in the universe are hydrogen and

stupidity.”

– Harlan Ellison (1934–).

At standard conditions for temperature and pressure hydrogen is in its molecular

form, H2. All laboratory experiments which utilise atomic H, no matter the appli-

cation, need some manner in which to split the H2 molecules into the constituent

atoms. The splitting process is called dissociation and can be achieved using a num-

ber of methods. This chapter explains the method in which we dissociate our H2

molecules. The technique used to determine the efficiency of this process is also

discussed in detail with the error in the measurement being of great importance.

There are a number of ways in which dissociation of H2 molecules can be ob-

tained. The most common techniques are listed below:

1. Early experiments used spark generators to create the atomic H spectrum for

analysis. A beam line is not possible with this method therefore it is only

useful for spectroscopic measurements.

2. In 1920 the Woods discharge tube was created [76]. This apparatus can gener-

ate spectra for both the atomic and molecular forms depending on the position

in the tube. It can also produce an atomic H beam for beam line experiments,

however it is bulky and not convenient to implement in a vacuum system.

3. Microwave discharges can create thermal beams with dissociation fractions of

up to 80% [77, 78]. The apparatus is bulky and requires microwave powers in

the kW regime [79].

4. Tungsten ovens can produce atomic H with dissociation fractions of ≥ 90%.

Unfortunately, the atoms are hot at 103 K [80, 81].

19
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5. DC arc discharges can create beams of atomic H with dissociation fractions of

∼80%. Like the tungsten ovens the temperatures involved with this method

are much too high at up to 104 K [82].

6. RF discharge sources can create beams with a 95% dissociation fraction [83]

at relatively low temperatures (∼500 K) and low RF power (∼10 W).
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Figure 2.1: A schematic diagram of the atomic H discharge source. The source
contains a water cooled Pyrex discharge tube (red outline) which is powered by a
quarter wave helical resonator (blue outline). The discharge tube slots inside the
helical resonator but for clarity the two have been vertically separated in this figure.

The method chosen in this experiment is an RF discharge source powered by a

helical resonator. A helical resonator has the advantages of ease of use, low power

requirements, high operating dissociation fraction and longevity. The source was

initially developed by Dan Kleppner’s group at MIT and was graciously donated

to our lab. The design is based on the work described in [83] which borrows from

[84, 85]. The source consists of a water cooled Pyrex tube surrounded by a quarter

wave helical resonator. A schematic diagram of the source can be seen in Fig. 2.1.

The Pyrex tube (red outline) slots inside the helical resonator (blue outline) but for

clarity the two have been vertically separated.
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2.1 Quarter wave helical resonator

The design of the helical resonator is based on specifications by MacAlpine [86]. It

is composed of a copper coil surrounded by a metal shield. The coil is designed such

that its length is one quarter of the wavelength of its resonant standing wave. One

end of the coil is kept open circuit while the other end is shorted to the shield. RF

is coupled into the cavity by soldering the active wire of a BNC cable onto the coil

and shorting the ground wire to the shield. The position of the coupling solder joint

is determined by trial and error. When the RF input is resonant, the short circuit

is seen as having a high impedance and a standing wave is then produced between

the input and the open end of the coil. If the RF input is not resonant, the short

circuit is seen as having a low impedance and no standing wave is formed.
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Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram of the quarter wave helical resonator. The impor-
tant dimensions of the resonator are labeled. Conditions on these dimensions are
found in Table 2.1.

A schematic diagram of the resonator can be seen in Fig. 2.2 where all important

dimensions are labeled. The cavity and shield are mounted onto a 6” conflat (CF)

flange which is attached to the source vacuum chamber. The dimensions of the

resonator are: a = 15 mm, b = 38.8 mm, c = 13.2 mm, d0 = 2.2 mm, d1 = 28.6 mm,

d2 = 50.8 mm, e = 4.1 mm and h = 67 mm. Table 2.1 outlines the conditions for

the construction of the resonator. If all these conditions are achieved, the unloaded

cavity Q can be calculated by,

Q = 1.97d2
√

f0, (2.1)
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where d2 is in mm and f0 is in MHz. An unloaded cavity Q of ∼ 1000 is expected

in our case. Our cavity is heavily loaded when the discharge is in operation and

the position of the coupling joint is optimised for this condition. The measured

unloaded Q was ∼ 350 which was about three times lower than expected. With the

discharge on and cooling water flowing at 15◦C, the loaded Q is < 20.

The measured unloaded resonance frequency of the cavity is 99 MHz which

agrees with the expected resonant frequency for a coil of length ∼0.76 m. With the

discharge on, the loaded resonant frequency decreases to ∼ 75 MHz. The resonance

frequency can change slightly depending on gas pressure, RF power and cooling

water temperature.

Condition Our value

0.45 < d1
d2

< 0.6 0.56

b
d1

> 1 1.36

0.4 < d0
e
< 0.6 at b

d1
∼ 1.5 0.54

d0
δ0

> 5 330

2h
2b+d2

≥ 1 1.04

Table 2.1: Table showing construction conditions for the resonator. Definitions of
the parameters can be seen in Fig. 2.2. Here δ0 is the skin depth of the copper coil.
At f0 = 100 MHz, δ0 ∼ 6.6µm.

2.2 Discharge tube

The discharge tube can be seen within the red outline in Fig. 2.1. A pinkish glow is

a good indication of normal operation of the discharge. If a blueish glow is observed,

it generally means that the H2 gas pressure is not high enough. Inside the plasma is

a sea of electrons impacting with H2 molecules due to the high electric fields created

by the helical resonator. These collisions result in the formation of atomic H. A

parameter known as the dissociation fraction is a measure of the efficiency of the

dissociation process. It is defined as,
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µ =
[H]

[H] + 2 [H2]
, (2.2)

where [H] and [H2] are the number densities of atomic H and molecular H2 in their

respective electronic ground states. In this definition the concentration of excited

and ionised species are considered negligible. The method used to measured the

dissociation fraction in this work is described in Section 2.3.

The main gas line of the discharge tube is constructed from a 7 mm diametre

Pyrex tube. H2 flows from one end to the other and is dissociated in the bulbous

discharge region about one third of the way from the outlet. The bulbous shape

acts to contain the discharge by preventing it from extending too far. An outer

jacket encompasses the discharge section of the tube. Cooling water is introduced

into this jacket in order to decrease the discharge temperature and to keep the

rate of surface recombination (2H → H2) low. It has been shown that at the

recombination coefficient of Pyrex glass decreases rapidly with decreasing surface

temperature between the 120 K and 500 K [87]. As the surface recombination rate

affects the efficiency of the dissociation process, which is an important parameter

in this experiment, the discharge tube should be actively water cooled. The cooling

water is provided by a closed loop ThermoTek T255P chiller system. The chiller

provides a reliable source of cooled water between 10−20◦C. A plastic tube is used to

direct the cooling water into the far end of the tube to ensure there is no temperature

gradient over the discharge region. It has been suggested that omitting this tube

results in a severe decrease in a measured of the dissociation efficiency called the

dissociation fraction [88]. The cooling water is normally at 15◦C but can be varied

over the range of at least 10-20◦C with little effect on the dissociation fraction as is

evident in Fig. 2.3(b).

The hydrogen molecules flow into the tube via a Granville Phillips 203 leak

valve. The inlet side of the leak valve is set at ∼1 800 Torr while typical operating

pressures on the outlet side of the leak valve are∼2 Torr. The dissociation fraction as

a function of this pressure range is presented in Fig. 2.3(a). µ is fairly constant from

1.5-1.9 Torr but starts to decrease as the pressure is increased further. Although

it is not optimal, the discharge will continue to operate for inlet pressures over

3 Torr. The discharge is normally located within the bulbous section of the inner

tube but in certain circumstances it can extend 2− 3 cm back towards the inlet. It

is also possible to observe a ’pulsing’ mode in which the discharge changes between

being confined to the bulb and extending out of it. The frequency of this pulsing
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Figure 2.3: µ versus a number of experimental parameters: (a) - The discharge
operates at µ ∼ 80% over a pressure range from 1.5 - 1.9 Torr. At pressures higher
than ∼2 Torr, µ starts to decrease; (b) - µ stays constant over a wide range of
cooling water temperatures; and (c) - When first turning the discharge on after an
extended period of inactivity, µ is low (first data point). It stabilises 15 - 20 minutes
after being turned on. The method used to measure µ is described below.

mode is ∼ 1 − 2 Hz. These situations are not generally reproducible from day to

day and the causes are unclear. It does seem however that inlet pressure and RF

parameters play a part. It is possible that in these situations the discharge also

extends in the opposite direction into the vacuum chamber. In future experiments,

the discharge tube may be connected to a liquid nitrogen/helium cooling block via a

teflon tube. Care should be taken not to over extend the discharge in this situation

as it is possible the discharge will eat away at the teflon and cause unwanted surface

recombination [88]. It is a good idea to check the discharge tube everything few

months and replace it if necessary.

The RF signal is generated by a Mini-Circuits ZOS-100+ voltage controlled
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oscillator (VCO). A simple voltage divider and a 9 V battery are used for fine control

of the frequency. The output is amplified by a Amplifier Research RF amplifier to

∼ 10 W before being coupled into the helical resonator. RF is coupled into the

cavity by soldering the active wire of a BNC cable onto the coil and shorting the

ground wire to the resonator shield.

The whole assembly is mounted onto a 6” CF flange which is attached to the

vacuum chamber. An O-ring is used to isolate the output of the tube, which is kept

under vacuum, from the surrounding atmospheric environment. A teflon spacer

is used to protect the water cooling jacket against scratches or fractures from the

vacuum chamber.

2.3 Determining the dissociation fraction

The discharge is a low temperature, low pressure non-equilibrium plasma. A com-

plete theoretical model of this phenomena is generally very complex due to the

different processes which are occurring at the same time such as diffusion, asso-

ciation and dissociation. In our experiment dissociation is the most important of

these processes as it describes the splitting of an H2 molecule into its constituent

H atoms. An accurate determination of the dissociation fraction can be an integral

part of research involving atomic H. Here we rely on this measurement for post-

processing of experimental data. There are a number of ways in which this fraction

can be measured such as: monitoring collisional dynamics [84], electron bombard-

ment [78], time of flight mass spectroscopy [89], Raman spectroscopy [90] and optical

actinometry [91]. However, the method chosen in this experiment is emission spec-

troscopy as described in [79, 92]. The selection was made because of a variety of

technical advantages including the fact it is intrinsically non-invasive, it required no

changes to the vacuum system and no absolute calibration of the detection system

was necessary.

2.3.1 Emission spectroscopy

Experimentally, the emission spectroscopy method of determining µ involves mea-

suring the relative intensities of five spectral lines. These lines are the Hα and Hβ

lines from the atomic H Balmer series and the first three lines (Q1-Q3) of the (2-

2)Q rotational series of the H2 Fulcher-α electronic transition (d3Π−
u v = 2, N →

a3Σ+
g v = 2, N). The relative intensities of Q1-Q3 are used to calculate a value for
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Figure 2.4: (2-2)Q-branch of the Fulcher-α band. Excitation via direct electron
impact and emission in the Q-branch lines. ∆N = 0 for all excitations.

the gas temperature inside the discharge, Tg (see Section 2.3.2). Tg is then used

in conjunction with the relative intensities of the Hα, Hβ and Q1 lines to obtain a

value for µ.

An effective electron temperature (T eff
e ) is used to characterise the high energy

tail of the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) in the threshold region

of electron impact excitation. The EEDF is assumed to be Maxwellian in this

treatment and T eff
e extends from 0.5 − 100 eV in thirty two discrete steps. T eff

e

is used to calculate values for the emission and excitation rate coefficients. These

values can be found in [79].

Two excitation processes of H atoms are considered: the direct electron impact

excitation of an H atom from the ground state,

H
(
12S1/2

)
+ e→ H∗ (n, l, j) + e, (2.3)

and the dissociative electron impact excitation of an electronic ground state H2

molecule into one ground state H atom and one excited state H atom,

H2

(
X1Σ+

g v,N
)
+ e→ H∗ (n, l, j) +H

(
1S1/2

)
+ e. (2.4)
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(c) (2-2)Q-branch of the Fulcher-α tran-
sition spectral lines with intensities,
IQ1 = 846 ± 25 photons (green), IQ2 =
231 ± 19 photons (purple) and IQ3 =
255± 15 photons (grey).

Figure 2.5: Examples of the intensities of the five spectral lines used in the determi-
nation of the degree of dissociation and the gas temperature. The manner in which
these spectral lines are measured is described in Section 2.3.4.

In the above equationsH∗ (n, l, j) is an excited H atom with principle, orbital and

total angular momentum quantum numbers n, l and j. The electronic ground state

of H2 is represented by X1Σ+
g with vibrational and rotational quantum numbers of v

and N . All other excitation processes are considered to be secondary and therefore

have been neglected. The decay process considered after either form of excitation is

spontaneous emission into the n = 2 state. The atom can emit into any Balmer line,

however only the Hα and Hβ lines are considered in this method. The expressions

for the intensities of theses two lines are,

Iα = [H]neK
em
dir

(
T eff
e |Hα

)
+ [H2]neK

em
dis

(
T eff
e |Hα

)
, (2.5)
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and

Iβ = [H]neK
em
dir

(
T eff
e |Hβ

)
+ [H2]neK

em
dis

(
T eff
e |Hβ

)
, (2.6)

whereKem
dir

(
T eff
e |Hα

)
,Kem

dir

(
T eff
e |Hβ

)
,Kem

dis

(
T eff
e |Hα

)
andKem

dis

(
T eff
e |Hβ

)
are emis-

sion rate coefficients for direct and dissociative electron impact excitation of the Hα

and Hβ lines respectively. ne is the concentration of electrons in the discharge. In

the case of low pressure and low temperature plasmas the emission rate coefficients

of the Balmer lines are proportional to the total excitation rate coefficients, effective

radiative transition probabilities, and lifetimes of the electronic levels. The emission

rate coefficients therefore provide information about the population densities of the

excited levels of atomic H however for other methods of creating atomic H these

relationships do not necessarily hold.
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Figure 2.6: η (Tg) (left axis) and dη/dTg (right axis) versus gas temperature, Tg.
The absolute value of dη/dTg reaches its highest value between Tg = 250 − 500 K
which corresponds to the highest error in the determination of η (Tg).

It has been shown that correctly accounting for the fine structure of the atomic

H spectral lines is important when using emission spectroscopy to calculate µ [93].

This is because the two Balmer lines are dependent on the distribution of population

densities between fine structure levels. These effects are included in the calculation

of the emission rate coefficients [79].
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For the molecular Q1 line, the following excitation-deactivation model is used:

electron impact excitation from the electronic ground state X1Σ+
g v = 0, N = 1,

to the excited rovibronic state d3Π−
u v = 2, N = 1, and subsequent spontaneous

emission to the a3Σ+
g v = 2, N = 1 state. The excitation-deactivation model is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2.4 along with the excitation and decay channels

for the other lines of the (2-2)Q-branch. Excitations from the electronic ground state

with ∆N ≥ 2 are neglected for simplicity and since odd changes of the rotational

quantum number are unlikely for the X1Σ+
g v

′ = 2 → d3Π−
u v = 2 transition [79],

only one excitation mode is considered. The expression for the intensity of the Q1

line is,

IQ1 = [H2] η (Tg)neA
d−21
a21 τd−21K

ex
mol

(
T eff
e |d−21← X01

)
, (2.7)

whereAd−21
a21 is the probability of emission of the Q1 line, andKex

mol

(
T eff
e |d−21← X01

)
is the excitation rate coefficient of the d3Π−

u v = 2, N = 1 level which has a lifetime

of τd−21. The molecular line intensity provides information about the population

density in the electronic ground state and the gas temperature inside the discharge.

η (Tg) is a parameter which is dependent on the gas temperature and is the topic of

the next section.

Fig. 2.5 shows example measured line intensities of Eq. 2.5 (Fig. 2.5(a)), Eq. 2.6

(Fig. 2.5(b)) and Eq. 2.7 (green curve in Fig. 2.5(c)). Also included in Fig. 2.5(c)

are the Q2 and Q3 lines of (2-2)Q-branch of the H2 Fulcher-α electronic transition

which are used to calculate the discharge gas temperature as is discussed in Section

2.3.2.

2.3.2 Gas temperature determination

η (Tg) is a unitless parameter which describes the influence of the rotational structure

of the energy levels of H2. It is dependent on the gas temperature, Tg, and is given

by,

η (Tg) =
9

4

1∑
N=1,3,5...

(2N + 1) exp(− (EN − E1) /kBTg)
, (2.8)

where N are the quantum numbers for the odd rotational levels belonging to ortho-

hydrogen in the X
∑+

g v = 0 electronic-vibronic ground state. EN are the energies

corresponding to these levels and are given by EN = hcBN (N + 1), where B is
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Figure 2.7: With a fit gradient of −0.00195 ± 0.00017 K−1, the corresponding gas
temperature is Tg = 513 ± 46 K. The intensities of the Q1, Q2 and Q3 lines are
781± 37, 225± 48 and 351± 50 arb. units respectively.

the rotational constant equal to 6081 m−1. Fig. 2.6 shows the relationship between

η (Tg) and Tg plotted over a range of gas temperatures generally applicable to RF

discharge sources (red line). η (Tg) can change by more than a factor of two be-

tween gas temperatures of 300 K and 1000 K. The intensity of the Q1 line, IQ1, is

directly proportional to η (Tg) as shown in Eq. 2.7, so it is important that the gas

temperature is determined for each dissociation fraction measurement.

The gas temperature inside the discharge is determined from the relative in-

tensities of the first three lines (Q1-Q3) in the (2-2)Q-branch of the H2 Fulcher-α

electronic transition. An example of the measured intensities of these spectral lines

is shown in Fig. 2.5(c) where IQ1 is shown in green, IQ2 is shown in purple and IQ3 is

shown in grey. The gas temperature measurement method is explained in detail in

[94] and implemented for hydrogen containing high-frequency electrodeless lamps in

[95]. The lamps used in [95] had atomic H pressures and RF parameters comparable

to our experiment. When adequate resolution and signal is present, it is possible to

use the intensities of all five spectral lines in the (2-2)Q-branch. In our situation,

only the first three lines are resolvable and therefore the last two lines are not used

in the calculation. The measurement is based on a theoretical model which includes

a number of assumptions:

1. The population of the X1Σ+
g v = 0 electronic-vibronic ground state can be
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described by a Boltzmann distribution.

2. The rotational temperature (TROT ) of the Boltzmann distribution is in equi-

librium with Tg.

3. As is the case in Eq. 2.7, H2 molecules are excited by direct electron impact

of the electronic ground state with only excitations of ∆N = 0 considered.

4. The excitation rate coefficients, effective lifetime of the rotational excited state

and the probability of the Q line transitions are all independent of N.

5. The effective lifetime of the excited state is much less than the relaxation time

of the rotational levels.

After making these assumptions the following relation can be established,

InvNn′v′N ′

(knvN
n′v′N ′)

3
ga,s (2N + 1)

∝ exp

(
−EX0N

TROT

)
, (2.9)

where ga,s, I
nvN
n′v′N ′ and knvN

n′v′N ′ are the statistical weights, measured intensities and

wavenumbers and of the (2-2)Q-branch spectral lines respectively and EX0N is the

energy in the ground state for each transition. Values of ga,s, k
nvN
n′v′N ′ and EX0N for

the first three lines in the Fulcher−α (2-2)Q-branch are taken from [95] and shown

in Table 2.2.

Line N ga,s knvN
n′v′N ′ (m−1) EX0N (K)

Q1 1 3 16065 170.50

Q2 2 1 16051 509.80

Q3 3 3 16030 1015.10

Table 2.2: Values of the parameters for each (2-2)Q-branch spectral line needed to
calculate the gas temperature inside the discharge.

Taking the natural log of both sides of Eq. 2.9 and making the substitution

TROT = Tg, the following expression is arrived at,

loge

(
InvNn′v′N ′

(knvN
n′v′N ′)

3
ga,s (2N + 1)

)
= −EX0N

Tg

+ C, (2.10)
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where the constant C combines all factors which are independent of the rotational

quantum number. This results in a linear relationship between the left and right

sides of the equation as is presented in Fig. 2.7. Tg can be determined by fitting

a linear function and finding the negative inverse of the gradient. The line of best

fit is weighted by error bars on each point which are propagated through from shot

noise in the intensities of the spectral lines. For the example curve in Fig. 2.7 the

intensities of the Q1, Q2 and Q3 lines are 781± 37, 225± 48 and 351± 50 photons

respectively. These intensities correspond to Tg = 513± 46 K. Typical values of the

gas temperature for normal operation are between 450− 550 K. However when first

turning the discharge on after an extended period of inactivity, it is not uncommon

to measure Tg ∼ 650 K. If the discharge is allowed to operate for an extra 15− 20

minutes after being turned on, it reaches a stable state and the gas temperature

decreases to its normal value (see Fig. 2.3(c)).

The error in Tg (∆Tg) is propagated through into η (Tg),

∆η =
dη

dTg

∆Tg. (2.11)

dη/dTg can be seen as the blue line in Fig. 2.6. Its highest value occurs in the

interval of Tg ∼ 250 - 500 K which corresponds to the greatest error in η (Tg).

The experimental gas temperature is normally in this range so incorporating error

estimates into the determination of η (Tg) is important. Using emission spectroscopy

as the method of determining the gas temperature of a hydrogen containing discharge

has been shown to agree with Doppler broadening measurements at the 10% level

[95].

2.3.3 Intensity ratios

Iα, Iβ and IQ1 are the intensities of the Hα, Hβ and Q1 spectral lines and are expressed

analytically in Eq. 2.5, Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7 respectively. Typical measured values of

each of these spectral lines are presented in Fig. 2.5 on page 27. Taking the ratios

of Eq. 2.5, Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.7 and rearranging to make [H]/[H2] a function of Teff
e
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gives three curves on the Teff
e -[H]/[H2] plane

1,

[H]

[H2]
=

Kem
dis

(
T eff
e |Hα

)
− (Iα/Iβ)K

em
dis

(
T eff
e |Hβ

)
(Iα/Iβ)Kem

dir

(
T eff
e |Hβ

)
−Kem

dir

(
T eff
e |Hα

) , (2.12)

[H]

[H2]
=

Iα
IQ1

Ad−21
a21 τd−21K

ex
mol

(
T eff
e |d−21← X01

)
Kem

dir

(
T eff
e |Hα

) η (Tg)−
Kem

dis

(
T eff
e |Hα

)
Kem

dir

(
T eff
e |Hα

) , (2.13)

and

[H]

[H2]
=

Iβ
IQ1

Ad−21
a21 τd−21K

ex
mol

(
T eff
e |d−21← X01

)
Kem

dir

(
T eff
e |Hβ

) η (Tg)−
Kem

dis

(
T eff
e |Hβ

)
Kem

dir

(
T eff
e |Hβ

) , (2.14)

where all the parameters have already been defined. The intersection of two or more

of these lines gives a point on this plane which corresponds to a solution for both T eff
e

and [H]/[H2]. Fig. 2.8 shows an example of Eq. 2.12 (green line), Eq. 2.13 (blue line)

and Eq. 2.14 (red line). In this example the intensity ratios are Iα/Iβ = 5.38 ± 0.57,

Iα/IQ1 = 405.56 ± 42.61 and Iβ/IQ1 = 75.98 ± 8.00. The blue and red curves

intersect at a point on the plane near T eff
e ∼ 2 and [H]/[H2] ∼ 9. The green curve

does not intersect with either of the other two curves in the interval of T eff
e shown.

This is the case for all measurements of µ in our discharge as it seems to be for all

discharges with [H]/[H2]≥ 1. It is therefore not necessary to include this curve into

the calculations and it will therefore be left out of discussions hereafter.

The values of Teff
e and [H]/[H2] are found by fitting a line of best fit for Eq. 2.13

& Eq. 2.14 between the data points either side of the intersection. The point where

these two fits are equal is used to find both parameters. Each equation has an

associated error, ∆ (H/H2), which is the result of the propagation of shot noise in

the spectral lines through η (Tg) and the intensity ratios Iα/IQ1 and Iβ/IQ1. The

expressions for the error in Eq. 2.13 & Eq. 2.14 respectively are:

1In [92] the denominator of the first term in Eq. 2.14 is Kem
dir

(
T eff
e |Hα

)
. However this was

a misprint and the correct term is Kem
dir

(
T eff
e |Hβ

)
as confirmed by the author of the referenced

paper.
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the Teff

e -[H]/[H2] plane. In this example the intensity ratios are Iα/Iβ = 5.38± 0.57,
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Teff
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×
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ex
mol
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dir
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IQ1

2

× (∆η)2 , (2.15)

and

(
∆

H

H2

)2

=

Ad−21
a21 τd−21K

ex
mol

(
T eff
e |d−21← X01

)
Kem

dir

(
T eff
e |Hβ

) η (Tg)

2

×
(
∆Iβ/Q1

)2
+

Ad−21
a21 τd−21K

ex
mol

(
T eff
e |d−21← X01

)
Kem

dir

(
T eff
e |Hβ

) Iβ
IQ1

2

× (∆η)2 , (2.16)

where ∆Iα/Q1 and ∆Iβ/Q1 are the errors associated with the intensity ratios of Iα/IQ1

and Iβ/IQ1. The functional forms of the relationships between [H]/[H2] and Teff
e
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are not given but tabulated values of the excitation rate coefficients, τd−21 and

Ad−21
a21 are available for discrete effective electron temperatures [92]. The error in the

density ratio is therefore found by plotting Eq. 2.13 & Eq.2.14 with their respective

errors and finding the positions on the graph where the equations’ plus or minus

error intersect. The result of this procedure is shown in Fig. 2.9 which is a magnified

version of Fig. 2.8 with the two equations plotted with their associated errors (dashed

lines). The calculated value of [H]/[H2] without error in this instance is 8.84. It can

be seen, however, that the blue lower error bound intersects with the red upper error

bound at [H]/[H2] = 6.05 and conversely the blue upper error bound intersects with

the red lower error bound at [H]/[H2] = 12.13. Thus the value of the density ratio

is [H]/[H2]= 8.84± 3.30.
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Figure 2.9: A magnified version of Fig. 2.8 in the region of intersection. The calcu-
lated value of [H]/[H2] is 8.84 but could be anywhere between 6.05 - 12.13.

Rearranging Eq. 2.2 to make the ratio [H]/[H2] the target gives,

µ =
[H] / [H2]

[H] / [H2] + 2
, (2.17)

which can be seen in Fig. 2.10 and used to calculate µ from the [H]/[H2] values

determined from the intersection points of Eq. 2.13 & Eq. 2.14. The rate of change

of the dissociation fraction with respect to the density ratio is small at large values

of [H]/[H2], as seen in Fig. 2.10. Thus, a large error in [H]/[H2] (∼ 30%) corresponds

to a smaller error in µ for large values of the density ratio. For the example in Figs.

2.8 & 2.9 the calculated value is µ = 82± 7%. It was observed that this value was
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repeatable from day to day and it agrees with measurements of RF discharges taken

using different methods [89, 96]. Most importantly it agrees with measurements

taken at MIT when the source was being used for other purposes before being

donated to our lab [88].
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Figure 2.10: The dissociation fraction versus the number density ratio of atomic H
on molecular H2. The rate of change of [H]/[H2] with respect to µ at high values of
[H]/[H2] is small, meaning that the fractional error in µ is smaller than the fractional
error in [H]/[H2].

2.3.4 Measurement setup

The measurement of the intensities of the five spectral lines is achieved by collecting

light from the discharge and resolving it in a double monochromator. Fig. 2.11 shows

a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. Light from the discharge travels anti-

parallel to the gas flow direction and exits a viewport at the end of the discharge

tube. The light is focused into a multimode fibre using an optical fibre coupler on

a two dimensional translation stage (t-stage). The light exits from another fibre

coupler, which is on a three dimensional, and it is directed into the monochromator.

Any photons that pass through the monochromator are detected by a Hamamatsu

H6780-20 photo-multiplier tube (PMT). The current pulses generated by the PMT

upon detection of a photon are fed into two Ortec 579 fast filter amplifiers which

each have 13dB gain, then into an Ortec 473A constant fraction discriminator and

finally into an Ortec 996 pulse counter. A computer running Labview is used to

query the counter at a rate specified by the user.
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Figure 2.11: Light from the atomic H discharge is collected and input into a
monochromator. The spectral lines are detected by a PMT as the monochromator
is scanned. Pulses from the PMT are amplified, discriminated and then counted. A
computer is used to query the pulse counter at a rate determined by the user.

The pulses generated by the PMT have a height of -10 mV peak to peak with

a duration of 5 ns at FWHM. The fast filter amplifiers amplify the pulse heights

to about -3 V peak to peak while the pulse duration is not changed. The constant

fraction discriminator takes negative pulses as inputs and selects the real counts out

from counts caused by electrical noise. Due to the Fulcher-α band being so weak, it is

important to optimise the discriminator settings so that maximal signal is measured.

Fig. 2.12 shows the number of photons detected at Hα (Fig. 2.12(a), at 640 nm (Fig.

2.12(b)) and the ratio of the two (Fig. 2.12(c)) versus the discriminator voltage level

(VDL). A 10 s integration time is used for each data point. The photons detected

at 640 nm are considered background counts. The Hα counts decrease linearly with

increasing VDL as expected for real photons. The background counts fall rapidly with

increasing VDL until reaching a plateau. The ratio shows an exponential increase up

until 15 mV after which it starts to plateau. A value of 22 mV was selected for VDL.

This voltage was chosen because it is far away from the start of the exponentially
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decreasing slope and it also happened to correspond with an appropriate VDL setting

for when the channeltron is connected to the constant fraction discriminator (see

Chapter 4). The PMT and channeltron are interchanged as inputs regularly during

experimentation. It is therefore best if no other changes are made at the same time.

The PMT gain monitor is set at a DC value of 800 mV. With a monitor voltage

of 700 mV the Q1-Q3 lines are not detectable, while a monitor voltage of 900 mV

causes the lines to become noisy.
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Figure 2.12: Optimisation of the discriminator setting when counting photons de-
tected by the PMT. The number of photons counted at Hα are compared to the
number of background photons detected for a range of discriminator values. The
discriminator was set at 24 mV after this measurement.

The double monochromator has a length of 1 m and is made by SPEX. It is

an old model and any calibration information which it may have come with have

long been lost. It has a default resolution of ∼1.5 nm with the supplied 250 µm

slits. A resolution of 250 µm meant resolving the (2-2)Q-branch rotational series
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was impossible. By gluing vertical slits of 40 µm width on top of the original

slits, the resolution was decreased by a factor of five and the measured width of

the Hα line with the 40 µm slits is 0.3 ± 0.01 nm at FWHM. Since the expected

Doppler broadening for Hα is 0.010 nm, the achieved resolution is still limited by

the monochromator. However, a resolution of ∼0.3 nm is enough to resolve the

(2-2)Q-branch spectral lines which are separated by ∼0.5 - 1.3 nm.

The monochromator has a wavelength dial on its front which was found to be in-

correct. A calibration of the dial was therefore needed for repeatable measurements.

Three well known spectral lines were used to map the desired wavelength to the

wavelength shown on the dial. The three lines were the two Balmer lines discussed

earlier: Hα at 656.3 nm and Hβ at 486.1 nm, as well as the well known HeNe line

at 632.8 nm. The monochromator dial setting for each of these lines was 485.3 nm,

655.2 nm and 631.9 nm respectively. The relationship between the desired value and

dial setting is shown in Fig. 2.13. The fit has less than 0.01% error, so although the

dial was not correct, the monochromator is linear which ensures repeatability when

scanning.
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Figure 2.13: The calibration curve used to relate the desired wavelength to the
wavelength on the monochromator. Three lines were used in the calibration: H-
alpha at 656.3 nm, H-beta at 486.1 nm and HeNe line at 632.82 nm. The fit has
less than 0.01% error.

The method engaged to optimise the signal coming out of the monochromator is

a multi-stage task. Firstly it is best to use an OceanOptics USB2000+ spectrometer

to obtain a coarse optimisation of the position and the angle of the focussing lens.

The USB spectrometer requires very little light and the whole spectrum is viewable

at once. Unfortunately its resolution is limited to ∼1 nm so it cannot be used
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for the gas temperature determination. The light should then be used as an input

into the monochromator with the wavelength set at the Hα position (see Fig. 2.13).

The output of the PMT should be monitored on an oscilloscope with high input

impedance. It is then a matter of adjusting both lenses the positions of the 40 µm

vertical slits. A typical value for the number of photons detected at Hα over a 1 s

integration time is ∼ 3× 104.

An advantage of using dissociation fraction and gas temperature measurement

techniques that involve the ratio of spectral line intensities is that the detection

system does not need to be absolutely calibrated. However, because Hα and Hβ are

almost 200 nm apart and most of the components in use are not flat over that range,

a relative calibration is still required. The PMT is known to have a flat response over

the wavelength range while the spectral responses of the two lenses, the multimode

fibre and the monochromator are unknown.

A Thorlabs HPLS-30-03 wideband source, which is known to have a highly re-

peatable spectrum, is used to determine the relative spectral responses of the fo-

cussing lens (RFL), the optical fibre (RMF ) and the defocussing lens (RDL). To get

the spectral responses, the ratio of the spectra detected by the USB spectrometer

with and without each individual component is found. The total response of the

system is the multiplication of the individual responses. The actual spectrum (SA)

can then be found by dividing the measured spectrum (SM) by this total response,

SA = k

(
SM

RFL ×RMF ×RDL

)
, (2.18)

where k is a scaling constant used to normalise the curve. Fig. 2.14 shows RFL

(dashed red), RMF (dashed blue), RDL (dashed green) and the total response (grey

solid). The overall calibration curve shows the factor that the measured intensity of

each spectral line should be divided by to get the real line intensity. The calibration

for the spectral lines has been summarised in Table 2.3.

The monochromator has been tested against the OceanOptics USB2000+ spec-

trometer by comparing the measured spectra of the HPLS-30-03 wideband source.

The light from the HPLS-30-03 is known to be highly repeatable but the spectrum

given by the manufacturer is not specified as being calibrated. If the spectrum

measured by both the monochromator and USB2000+ spectrometer agree, it can

be concluded that they were both calibrated. After taking into account the calibra-

tion of the optical components used in each measurement, the spectra of the USB

spectrometer and the monochromator were compared as seen in Fig. 2.15. Both the
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Wavelength (nm) Spectral line Calibration factor

486.1 Hβ 0.83± 0.06

622.5 Q1 0.99± 0.06

656.3 Hα 0.96± 0.07

Table 2.3: Intensities for the three spectral lines used in the determination of the
degree of dissociation are divided by the calibration factors to get the correct in-
tensity. The spectral lines used in the gas temperature determination (Q1 - Q3) are
spectrally close so that their calibration factors are the same as Q1.
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Figure 2.14: The calibration curves for the components used in the measurement of
the spectral lines. The total response (grey) is the multiplication of each components
individual responses (dashed).

measured spectra of the monochromator (red line) and the USB spectrometer (blue

line) agree within their respective errors (dashed lines). Unless both devices are out

of calibration in exactly same way, which is unlikely, it can be concluded that no

adjustment of measured spectra is necessary.

The monochromator wavelength setting is controlled by a variable speed stepper

motor which changes the angle of a diffraction grating. To measure the spectral lines,

the stepper motor varies the monochromator wavelength setting while the detected

photons are counted. In the case of Hα and Hβ the number of photons at the PMT
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Figure 2.15: The spectra of the Thorlabs HPLS-30-03 wideband source as measured
by the SPEX 1 m double monochromator (red line) and an OceanOptics USB spec-
trometer (blue line). The two spectra agree within their respective errors (dashed
lines).

is large enough that the pulse counter can be sampled at 1 Hz at a scan rate of

0.1 nm s−1. The low signal of the (2-2)Q-branch requires that the integration time

is increased to 10 s and the scan rate is decreased to 0.01 nm s−1. This integration

time corresponds to the slowest available scan rate of the monochromator. To find

the intensities of the lines, the number of detected photons (NP ) versus wavelength

is fit with a Gaussian function,

NP = A exp

(
−(λ− λ0)

2

2∆λ2

)
+D, (2.19)

where A, λ0, ∆λ and D are fit parameters and λ is the wavelength. The parameter

A describes the intensity of the lines, λ0 gives the wavelength, ∆λ is the linewidth

(which is less than the FWHM by a factor of 2.35) and D takes into account any

offset of the Gaussian caused by scattered light within the monochromator. The

parameter D is consistent with zero relative to A for the Balmer lines, but it is

large relative to A for the (2-2)Q-branch lines. This is because the signal at these

wavelengths is ∼500 times lower.

Fig. 2.5 on page 27 shows typical spectral profiles obtained by scanning the

monochromator over the Hα line (Fig. 2.5(a)), the Hβ line (Fig. 2.5(b)) and the Q1,

Q2 and Q3 lines (Fig. 2.5(c)). The intensities of the Hα and Hβ lines are obtained

directly from the fit parameter A. However in the case of the H2 (2-2)Q-branch lines
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the result is more complicated due to the offset in the Gaussian lineshape caused by

scattered light in the monochromator. In order to accommodate this scatter, the fit

parameter D is found by applying a Gaussian curve to the Q1 line. The same value

of D is then used in the fits for the Q2 and Q3 lines. The values of A for each fit

are then used as the line intensities. It should be noted that all fits are weighted by

shot noise of the detection system.

2.4 Vacuum system

A schematic diagram of the vacuum system can be seen in Figure 2.16. It consists of

three chambers: the source chamber (red outline), the differential pumping cham-

ber (blue outline) and the experimental chamber (green outline). The experimental

chamber is shown from two angles for clarity. After dissociation in the source cham-

ber, the atomic H beam travels ∼ 20 cm from the output of the discharge tube

before entering into the differential pumping stage through a 3 mm aperture. After

a second aperture, which is 0.5 mm wide and is positioned ∼75 cm from the first

aperture, the beam enters into the experimental chamber. The atomic beam then

interacts with the few-cycle laser at a position ∼10 cm from the second aperture.

A more detailed schematic diagram of the source chamber is presented in Fig. 2.17.

The chamber consists of the RF discharge source and an Edwards CR250/2000 dif-

fusion pump which is pumped by an Edwards E2M80 rotary pump. The diffusion

pump has a pumping speed for H2 of 3000 L s−1 and keeps the ultimate pressure at

∼ 1× 10−7 Torr and < 1× 10−5 Torr during operation. The backing pump has an

inlet pressure of ∼ 10 mTorr when the experiment is not running which increases

to ∼ 50− 100 mTorr during operation. A bottle of 99.995% purity H2 provides gas

for the experiment. A pressure of 1800 Torr is held on the inlet side of a Granville-

Phillips 203 variable leak valve. The outlet side of the leak vale goes into the atomic

H source and has a pressure of ∼ 1.9 Torr during operation. A pneumatic gate

valve is used to isolate the source chamber from the rest of the vacuum system.

This allows maintenance to be performed on the source chamber without having to

re-bakeout the high vacuum experiment chamber.

At one stage during experimentation, the Santovac 5 oil was observed to be

burnt and caked onto the inside of the diffusion pump. This normally happens when

atmosphere has somehow leaked into the system while the pump is in operation. The

pump was cleaned and the O-rings were replaced. It was found that the O-rings
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for the dipsticks were cracked and misshaped. It turned out that incorrect type of

O-ring (Viton instead of silicon) was supplied for this experiment. Two possible

reasons for the burnt oil are: (I) - The cracked O-rings slowly leaked in atmosphere

while the pump was in operation and (II) - It has been noticed since the burnt oil

episode that the blanking flange on top of the source chamber can spontaneously

start leaking when vacuum pressure alone is used to seal the flange and the O-ring.

From these two observations there are three recommendations worth considering:

1. The diffusion pump should only be turned on for experimental work (leave

∼45 minutes for warm up).

2. When the backing pressure starts to rise, the gas ballast on the rotary pump

should be left open overnight to pull the pressure back down. If the pressure

does not decrease it is possible the O-rings on the dipstick are faulty.

3. The blanking plate on top of the source chamber must be clamped down in

some way rather than relying on vacuum pressure to hold it in place.

The differential pumping chamber is used to separate the high vacuum of the ex-

perimental chamber from the low vacuum of the source chamber. A Pfeiffer TCP300

turbo pump maintains a chamber pressure of below 1× 10−7 Torr. On each end of

the chamber are pinhole apertures. The aperture between the source and differen-

tial chambers is 3 mm in diameter while the aperture between the experimental and

differential chambers is 0.5 mm in diameter. The two apertures ensure that a well

defined beam of atomic H enters the experimental chamber.

The experimental chamber is where the atomic H beam interacts with the laser

and it is also where electron detection system is held (see Chapter 4). A simple

schematic diagram of the chamber is shown in the green outline of Fig. 2.16. It

consists of a Kimbal Physics MCF600 stainless steel spherical octagon chamber

which has two main 6” CF ports on its top and bottom which is surrounded by eight

23
4
” CF ports. A Pfieffer Vacuum TMH 521 turbo pump maintains an ultimate

pressure of about 1 × 10−10 Torr after a modest bake at 120◦C for three days.

The temperature of the bakeout is limited by the channeltrons inside the chamber.

Attached to the various 23
4
” CF ports are an Extorr XT100(M) RGA, an electrical

feedthrough, an ion gauge, an all metal valve and a laser entrance and exit viewport.

The entrance viewport is a custom made 0.5 mm fused silica slide held in place with

an O-ring. The viewport is not attached to the vacuum system during bakeout due
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to concerns about possible damage from the high temperatures. Therefore, after

the bake, the viewport is put in place while keeping the vacuum chamber under a

positive N2 pressure. The electron detection system is mounted on a 4.5” CF flange

which is attached to the chamber by a rotatable 4.5” - 6” adapter.

Alignment of the entire vacuum system to the axis of the atomic H source is

essential. With no line of sight from the source to the interaction region, the H

atoms will undergo surface recombination. The vacuum chamber was therefore

aligned by a HeNe laser. At atmospheric pressure the laser light was aimed through

the two apertures and out of the discharge tube viewport. After the atomic H source

axis is found, the detection system is bolted onto the experiment chamber. It was

important to make sure that the laser can still exit out of the discharge viewport

while tightening the bolts. Very slight rotations of the detection system can be the

difference between good and poor alignment.
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Chapter 3

Optical delivery

“Anything will lase if you hit it hard enough.”

– Arthur Schawlow (1921–1999).

The start of this chapter will focus on presenting a detailed discussion of the few-

cycle laser system. The application of the laser to the specific task of tunneling

ionisation of atomic H will also be addressed. The diagrams of the laser presented

below are provided by Femtolaser [97]. The second part of the chapter will focus on

the intensity determination which is so crucial to the success of this experiment. A

large part of the discussion will address the issue of possible errors in the intensity

determination.

The few-cycle laser is a commercial Femtolaser ‘Femtopower Compact Pro’ sys-

tem and it creates pulses with temporal durations as short as 5.5 fs at FWHM.

The laser can be separated into five sections: (I) In the oscillator section few-cycle

seed pulses are initially generated in a titanium:sapphire (Ti:S) crystal. (II) In the

stretcher section the pulses are chirped before amplification. (III) In the amplifier

section the pulses are amplified in a Ti:S crystal. (IV) In the prism recompression

section the pulses are de-chirped back into the femtosecond regime. (V) Finally, the

pulses are spectrally broadened and recompressed into the few-cycle regime using a

neon-filled capillary and an anomalous dispersion mirror set.

3.1 Oscillator

The oscillator (Fig. 3.1) is a passively mode-locked titanium sapphire (Ti:S) laser

which produces sub 6 fs pulses at a rate of 80 MHz. Optical pumping is provided by

a Coherent Verdi V5 which outputs 3 W of light at 532 nm. Passive mode-locking

is achieved by utilising the nonlinear Kerr effect in the Ti:S crystal [57]. The Kerr

effect is the change in refractive index of a material proportional to the square

49
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of an applied electric field. In the case of a laser pulse, the change in refractive

index is therefore proportional to the laser intensity. For a material with a positive

nonlinear index this leads to a transverse phase delay which is intensity dependent.

For a Gaussian intensity profile the phase delay is greater for the center of the pulse

than the edges. This results in self-focussing of the laser beam as it propagates

through the Ti:S crystal. The focussing of the lasing mode causes a greater overlap

with the pumping laser mode. Passive mode-locking which uses this technique is

often referred to as mode-locking with an ’effective saturable absorber’ as it attains

an intensity dependent loss without using the properties of a saturable absorber.

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the oscillator and stretcher sections of the few-
cycle laser. Few-cycle pulses are generated in the oscillator and are then chirped in
the stretcher being injected into the amplifier section. Figure from [97].

Lasers using only the ideas described above generally reach a minimum achiev-

able pulse duration which is limited by the group delay dispersion (GDD) [54]. The

GDD is the second derivative of the spectral phase with respect to the laser angu-

lar frequency. It describes the spreading of the laser pulse caused by propagation

through a medium and in ultrafast optics it is generally given in units of fs2. A

related quantity is the group velocity dispersion which describes the GDD per unit

material length. In order to overcome the limiting effects of GDD, specially designed

mirrors called ’chirped multi-layer dielectric mirrors’ [98] are used inside the laser

cavity [54]. These mirrors are constructed such that they have a negative dispersion

which compensates the positive dispersion created by the cavity round trip. A near

zero net GDD is achieved in this manner and allows the generation of pulses with

durations < 6 fs and spectral widths of 250 nm at FWHM.

A small fraction of the oscillator output is measured with an optical spectrometer.

This helps to determine whether the laser is in continuous wave or mode-locked
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operation.

3.2 Stretcher

The energy of each pulse exiting the oscillator is relatively low (∼ 2.5 nJ) and is

not energetic enough for nonlinear phenomena such as HHG and ATI which require

pulse energies in the µJ regime. Straight amplification of the oscillator pulses would

result in damage to the amplification medium due to high intensities. A scheme

known as chirped pulse amplification (CPA) is used to circumvent these problems

while still achieving the desired pulse energies [99]. This process was first developed

in radar and has since been adopted by the nonlinear optics community. The method

involves temporally stretching the laser pulses before amplification and subsequent

recompression.

Pulse stretching is achieved by retro-reflecting the oscillator pulses through a

5 cm long block of Schott SF57 glass. This increases the pulse length from a few

femtoseconds into the picosecond regime. The stretcher also includes two sets of

third order dispersion (TOD) compensation mirrors. TOD is the dependence of

GDD on the angular frequency of the laser (or otherwise the third derivative of the

spectral phase with respect to the angular frequency). Typical materials do not

have zero TOD so the mirrors are used to compensate for this.

3.3 Pulse amplification

After pulse stretching into the picosecond regime, the laser enters into the multi-

pass amplification stage. This stage is a modified version of the amplification stages

described in [100, 101]. It utilises a second Ti:S crystal, which is kept at a temper-

ature of 243 K inside a Peltier cooled vacuum can, to amplify the oscillator pulses.

The crystal is pumped by a Coherent Evolution Nd:YLF Q-switched laser which

provides 532 nm light at a repetition rate of 1 kHz and an average power of 8 W.

The viewports of the peltier cooler are at Brewsters angle in order to minimise losses

from reflections.

The beam propagation can be seen in Fig. 3.2. After entering the amplifier

section, the oscillator light is amplified in four separate passes through the crystal.

After the fourth pass, the laser light is passed through a Pockels cell which is syn-

chronised with the pump laser such that one seed pulse is selected out for further
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the amplifier section of the laser. The pulses from
the stretcher are amplified in a Ti:S crystal. The laser beam makes nine passes
through the amplifier crystal before being injected into the prism recompression
section. Figure from [97].

amplification for every pump pulse. The timescales of absorption and emission in

the Ti:S crystal are on the order of microseconds. Therefore, the amplifier pulse

duration is < 1 µs to avoid relaxation effects. By placing the Pockels cell after the

fourth amplification pass instead of after the last pass, the amplified spontaneous

emission in the output train is minimised [97]. After five more passes through the

crystal the amplified light is directed into the prism recompression section.

3.4 Prism recompression

The prism compressor (Fig. 3.3) is used to recompress the picosecond pulses back

down into the femtosecond regime. This is achieved by two sets of prism pairs which

have low GDD and low TOD. One of the prism pairs is mounted on translation

stages so that fine adjustment of the recompression process can be achieved. A

double pass configuration is implemented with mirrors used to create a beam path

of ∼5 m between the prisms. The long beam path is to allow the accumulation of

the amount of negative group velocity dispersion necessary for pulse recompression.

The pulse duration can be decreased to ∼28 fs using this method.

Three unwanted issues which can arise from the CPA technique are the onsets

of self focussing and self phase modulation (SPM) which can cause spatial and

spectral distortions respectively, and the damage of optical components due to high
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of the prism recompression section of the laser. The
amplified pulses are recompressed from the picosecond regime down to a few tens
of femtoseconds. Figure from [97].

peak laser intensities. These issues can be managed by keeping the value of the

parameter known as the B-integral low. The B-integral is defined as,

B =
2π

λ

∫ l

0

n2I(x) dx, (3.1)

where λ is the centre wavelength of the pulse, n2 is the nonlinear refractive index,

l is the total propagation distance through the amplifier and the prism compressor

sections and I(x) is the laser intensity as a function of the propagation position, x.

The value of the B-integral accumulates during propagation through the multiple

amplification passes and the prism recompression section. The confocal geometry

of the multipass amplifier acts to reduce the accumulation of the B parameter.

The effective value of B is determined by the final pass in the amplifier and the

subsequent recompression in the prism compressor. In our case the value of B is

between 1 − 2 which is low enough that SPM in the amplification stage is not an

issue.

3.5 Spectral broadening and pulse compression

Straight out of the oscillator the spectral width of the pulses is ∼250 nm. After

pulse stretching and subsequent amplification the spectral width decreases to 40 nm.

This is due to gain narrowing in the Ti:S crystal. According to the time-bandwidth

product, assuming a Gaussian pulse, the minimum pulse duration achievable with

this spectral width is 22 fs. In order to achieve pulses with a shorter duration that
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this, spectral broadening is undertaken in a gas filled capillary [101].

 

Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram of the spectral broadening and pulse compression
section of the laser system. The laser is focussed into a neon-filled hollow-core fibre
where SPM causes an increase in the spectral bandwidth. The pulses are then
dechirped back into the few-cycle regime by bounces on DCMs. Figure from [97].

A schematic diagram outlining the manner in which this is achieved is seen in Fig.

3.4. After the prism recompression section, the laser is focussed into a glass capillary

filled with neon at a pressure of ∼ 1 bar. The nonlinear Kerr effect is induced in

the gas and causes a temporal phase shift within each pulse. This phase shift acts

to shift the front and the end of the pulse in different directions spectrally. This

process is known as self phase modulation (SPM) and has been used for over two

decades to induce spectral broadening [102]. The amount of spectral broadening,

and hence the minimum attainable pulse duration, is a function of which gas fills

the capillary, the gas pressure inside the capillary and the type of capillary itself

[103].

The final step in producing high-field few-cycle pulses is to compress the pulses

temporally using anomalous dispersion mirrors (often called dispersion compensat-

ing mirrors or DCMs). The DCMs also have a positive TOD to compensate for the

negative TOD obtained from the prism recompression section. After the DCMs the

pulses can reach durations as low as 5.5 fs with a spectral width of up to 170 nm.
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3.6 Pulse parameters

A comparison of the pulse parameters measured after the oscillator, after the prism

compressor and after the DCMs is presented in Table 3.1. While the pulse duration

after the DCMs is about the same duration as it was after the oscillator, the pulse

energy has increased by about five orders of magnitude.

Position Power (mW) Pulse energy (µJ) tP (fs) ∆λ (nm)

Oscillator 200 2.5× 10−3 5.3 247

Prism compression 900 900 28 40

DCMs 450 450 5.5 170

Table 3.1: A comparison of the pulse average power, energy, duration and spectral
width measured after the oscillator, after the prism compressor and after the DCMs.

3.7 Beam transportation

The GDD per unit length is known as the group velocity dispersion (GVD) and is

normally given in units of fs2mm−1. If the GVD and length of the beam path inside

of an optical material are known, the GDD can be easily calculated. The total GDD

of the laser beam path can be calculated by the sum of the individual GDDs of the

optical components. In this experiment, the optical table which houses the laser is

∼ 10 m away from the experimental table. The GVD of air and fused silica are

+0.02 fs2mm−1 and +36 fs2mm−1 at 800 nm 1. The total GDD over the 10 m beam

path with ∼2 mm of fused silica is ∼285 fs2. Each bounce on the DCMs adds a

GDD of −45 ± 10 fs2 which means about six bounces are required to achieve the

shortest pulses. It is best to overestimate the number of bounces on the DCMs as

small increments in the amount of fused silica in the beam path can be made by

using a pair of optical wedges. These wedges then act as a fine control of the pulse

duration.

1GVD = λ3

2πc3
d2n
dλ2 where n(λ) is wavelength dependent refractive index of the material which is

calculated using the Sellmeier equation.
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3.8 Optical setup
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Figure 3.5: The optical setup used during experimentation. After propagating 10 m
of free space from the laser optical table the optical beam is focussed into the atomic
H beam by an off-axis parabolic mirror. A beam profiler and an autocorrelator are
positioned so that beam diagnostics can be easily made. Intensity selection is made
by modifying the number of pellicles the laser passes through.

Fig. 3.5 shows the optical setup for the application of the few-cycle pulsed laser in

atomic H ionisation experiment. After 10 m propagation in free space between the

two optical tables, the beam is focussed into the vacuum chamber using a 750 mm

off-axis parabolic mirror. The focussed beam is aligned so that it overlaps with

the atomic H beam. The axial position of the focussed spot is made adjustable by

mounting the parabolic mirror on a one dimensional translation stage. The mirror

is setup in such a manner so that movement of the translation stage in the axial

direction of the laser beam causes minimal change of alignment in the transverse

directions.
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The waist radius of the laser beam before the mirror (w1) is measured by a

knife-edge measurement. A razor blade is transversely introduced into the beam

with a translation stage whilst the relative optical power is monitored as the voltage

output of a photodiode (VPD). The voltage versus translation stage position curve

can be fit with the following error function relation to determine the 1/e2 radius of

the beam, denoted w1:

VPD = A erf

(√
2 (x−B)

w1

)
+ C (3.2)

where A, C and B are fit parameters with no physical importance for our purposes.

An example knife-edge measurement of the laser beam before the parabolic mirror

is shown in Fig. 3.6. Here the fitted waist size is w0 = 6.12 ± 0.15 mm which is

fairly typical.
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Figure 3.6: A typical knife-edge measurement of the laser beam before the parabolic
focussing mirror. The error function fit (Eq. 3.2) produces a beam waist of w0 =
6.12± 0.15 mm.

Before the focussing mirror are a number of Thorlabs BP208 pellicle beamsplit-

ters. The pellicles are used to control the laser power, and therefore its intensity, in

discrete steps. The pellicles are 2 µm thick membranes which have a transmission

of ∼90% at an incidence angle of 45◦ for p-polarised light. Since the pellicles are

so thin, they have a negligible effect on the pulse duration. An unfortunate con-

sequence of the extreme thinness, however, is that they cannot be cleaned by use

of a solvent. If contamination does occur, the only option is to use compressed air

to blow off any foreign matter and even this technique has risks associated with it.
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The best solution is to either keep them packaged whilst not in use, or to keep them

in positive pressure such as under a HEPA filter.

3.9 Intensity determination

The experimental goal is to compare the experimental and theoretical atomic H

electron yields for a range of laser intensities in a quantitative manner. It is therefore

important that an accurate intensity determination be made prior to each data.

The peak intensity of a focussed laser beam can be calculated using the following

relationship:

IP =
2P

πw2
0

tR
tP

PI , (3.3)

where P is the optical power, w0 is the e−2 spot radius, tR is a constant which

describes the time between consecutive pulses (1 ms in our case) and PI is a constant

factor of order unity which depends on the temporal envelope of the pulse. For a

Gaussian pulse PI = 0.94 while for a sech2 pulse PI = 1.01. The intensity profile

of our pulses is unknown so the assumption that PI = 1 is made. Determination

of the laser intensity therefore involves measuring the optical power, the focussed

spot size and the pulse duration for each data run. Below, the measurement of

each parameter is discussed with particular attention being paid to the error each

contributes to the intensity determination.

3.9.1 Optical power

Because of the lasers wide spectral width, a normal photodiode power meter (which

is normally used for single wavelength lasers) is not adequate for measuring the

total optical power. For this reason a Thorlabs thermal power meter is used. While

thermal power meters have this advantage over photodiode types, they lack accuracy

and also seem to become less reliable as the optical power decreases below ∼ 50 mW.

As a consequence of these disadvantages, the analog display needle ’flickers’ at the

5-10% level.

In the future, experiments which also rely on an accurate absolute intensity

determination using a thermal power meter may well be undertaken. If so, it is

recommended that the intensities be measured by using the voltage output of the

power meter. The highest optical power would be used to calibrate the output and
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then the lower intensities can be determined by using the relative change in the

output.

3.9.2 Pulse duration

The pulse duration is measured using an intensity autocorrelator (AC), however,

little information about the pulse shape can be obtained using this method. To

measure the pulse duration on the experimental table, a flip mount which holds an

optical pick off is positioned after the parabolic mirror as can be seen in Fig. 3.5.

This pick off steers the beam into the intensity AC so that the pulse duration can be

measured. The AC and an OceanOptics spectrometer were purchased as part of the

commercial Femtolaser package. The algorithm used to calculate the pulse duration

from the traces is embedded in the supplied Femtolaser software. Two example AC

traces and their associated spectrums are shown in Fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b)

are the AC trace and corresponding spectrum of the output of the laser oscillator.

Fig. 3.7(c) and 3.7(d) are the AC trace and corresponding spectrum after the DCMs.

The pulse duration after the oscillator is 5.5 fs with a spectral width of 250 nm and

the pulse duration after compression by the DCMs is 6.1 fs with a spectral width

of 135 nm. Error in the determination of the pulse duration is typically ±0.2 fs or

alternatively, ∼ 3%.

The x-axis of the AC traces are not provided by the software. Therefore, it has

been constructed from the determined value of tP . The relative positions of the

bottom of the trace, the background level and the peak of the trace are consistent

with the 0-1-8 values associated with reliable autocorrelation measurements. When

this fact is combined with the very small wings of the trace, we can conclude that

the pulses have minimal chirp. If a Gaussian intensity envelope is assumed, the

time-bandwidth product after the oscillator is typically ∼0.75. After the DCMs,

the time-bandwidth product can decrease to 0.45. This indicates that the pulses are

either close to transform limited or are non-Gaussian. Without a device to measure

the intensity envelope exactly (such as a SPIDER or a FROG) the temporal envelope

cannot be determined.

3.9.3 Spot size

The focussed beam profile is measured by a Thorlabs BC106-VIS CCD camera. A

1” pellicle is used to reflect a small portion of the few-cycle beam onto the CCD
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(a) AC trace after oscillator.
tP = 5.5 fs FWHM.
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(b) Spectrum after oscillator.
λ = 750 nm ∆λ = 250 nm FWHM.
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(c) AC trace after compression by DCMs.
tP = 6.1 fs FWHM.
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(d) Spectrum after compression by DCMs.
λ = 742 nm ∆λ = 135 nm FWHM.

Figure 3.7: Comparison of the AC traces and spectra for two positions in the laser:
after the oscillator (a and b) and after recompression by the DCMs (c and d). The
time-bandwidth product for the two positions are 0.73 and 0.45 respectively.

camera. Neutral density filters were positioned just before the camera in order

to reduce the intensity to a level that would not damage the CCD. The camera is

mounted on a translation stage so that the horizontal and vertical waists can also be

found as a function of axial position. For instantaneous beam width measurements,

the provided software fits a Gaussian profile to the CCD image and provides values

for the fitting parameters. For beam width measurements as a function of time,

the CCD images are saved and a fitting routine written in MATLAB calculates the

fitting parameters. There is good agreement between the two methods.

The error in the beam waist determined by the Thorlabs software is typically at

the 5% level. As the waist radius is squared when the intensity is calculated, the
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actual error contribution from the beam waist measurement is actually ∼ 10%.
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(a) Horizontal (blue): zR = 3.07± 0.15 mm.
Vertical (red): zR = 4.31± 0.37 mm.
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(b) Horizontal (blue): zR = 3.14± 0.14 mm.
Vertical (red): zR = 5.36± 0.50 mm.
α = 2.34± 0.28 mm.

Figure 3.8: Astigmatism for two different rotational positions of the parabolic mirror.
α is much larger in a) than in b). The optimal rotational position is found by trial
and error.

Rotating the parabolic mirror about the axis normal to the mirror substrate

caused variations in the astigmatism of the focused beam. The amount of astigma-

tism (α) for each axial rotation angle is found by measuring the spot sizes in the

transverse dimensions about the laser focus. The beam waists and their positions

can be found by fitting the data with the Gaussian beam waist formula. The pro-

gressions of the horizontal and vertical beam waists for two different axial rotation

angles can be seen in Fig. 3.8. For the axial rotation angle used in Fig. 3.8(a), the

astigmatism is almost 15 mm. The Rayleigh ranges in the horizontal and vertical

dimensions are 3.07 ± 0.15 mm and 4.31 ± 0.37 mm respectively. With α > zR,

modeling the laser beam as a Gaussian is not reasonable. After rotating the mirror

to a new axial rotation angle (Fig. 3.8(b)), the condition α < zR is achieved and so

modeling the laser beam as being Gaussian is justified. Finding the optimal axial

rotation angle of the mirror seems to be a matter of trial and error. On the back

of the mirror substrate is an arrow which is supposed to point in the direction of

the focus, however, in reality this does not necessarily correspond to the position of

least astigmatism.
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3.9.4 Intensity error

Correctly measuring the absolute intensity of a focussed laser beam is normally quite

difficult. State of the art measurements, which use a more sophisticated measure-

ment technique, are limited to about 10% error [104]. When the error contributions

to the intensity determination from the optical power (10%), the pulse duration

(3%) and the spot size (10%) are combined as the square root of the sum of the

squares, an error of ∼ 15% can be expected in each intensity measurement. These

error estimates are quite conservative so the actual errors in the intensities should

probably be smaller than 15%. As will be seen in Chapter 6, this is indeed the case.



Chapter 4

Detection system

“An experiment is a question which science poses to Nature, and a

measurement is the recording of Nature’s answer.”

– Max Planck (1858–1947) .

As has been discussed in Chapter 1, the interaction between few-cycle pulses and

atoms or molecules can cause the ejection of electrons through tunnelling ionisation.

The electrons have a range of energies and are preferentially ejected in the direction

perpendicular to the laser polarisation. The role of the detection system is to detect

these electrons in a manner which is energy selective. This chapter focusses on

discussing the system that was implemented to achieve this goal. The calibration,

configuration and SIMION simulation of the detection system are also covered.

4.1 Construction

A picture of the electron detection system can seen in Fig. 4.1. It was initially

designed and constructed by Professor Friedrich Hanne of the University of Münster

during the early stages of the construction of the experiment. Six months into the

experiment, modifications needed to be made to the detection system and this work

was done by the author.

The detection system is composed of three stacked electron lenses surrounding

the atom-laser interaction region. The lenses are cylindrically symmetric and are

made of stainless steel. The lens elements serve to repel low energy electrons and to

direct high-energy electrons into the detectors. The lens stack is surrounded by a

non-magnetic metal shield which has four holes drilled into it to permit the atomic

H and laser beams. The shield is insulated from the electrode stack by four non-

conductive rods running vertically down its inside. A channeltron is mounted on

each end of the lens stack. For more information about the channeltron please refer

to Section 4.3.

63
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Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram of the experimental detection system. Three elec-
tron lenses are arranged into a lens stack. The lenses act to both repel and focus
the electrons generated from the atom-laser interaction. Holes in the central lens
allow the atomic and laser beams to exit the interaction region uninterrupted. Two
channeltrons are positioned at either end of the lens stack to detect the electrons.
The detection system is surrounded by shielding which eliminates all stray fields.

The central lens is always kept at a constant potential of VC = −250 V with

respect to ground. Two holes, which are drilled through the central lens in the

orthogonal transverse dimensions, allow the atomic H beam and laser beam to pass

through uninterrupted. Therefore, it encloses the interaction region and as such

defines the potential at which the ionised electrons are produced. The negative

potential acts to repel the electrons away from the interaction region and into the

grounded entrances of the channeltrons. Electrons detected at the entrance of the

channeltron have a final energy equal to:

Ef = Ei − VC , (4.1)

where Ei is the initial electron energy after ionisation and both Ef and Ei are in

units of eV. At VC = −250 V, the ejected electrons enter the channeltron with a

value of Ef between 250-350 eV. The efficiency of the channeltrons is flat over this
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energy range so the change in detection response is negligible [105].

The outer lenses, henceforth known as the deflectors, are held at a potential (VD)

which is varied during experimentation in order to resolve the electron energies. VD

is defined with respect to VC and not with respect to ground. The total potential

(VT ) that electrons will have to overcome in order to be detected is therefore:

VT = VC + VD. (4.2)

The value of VD effectively defines an electron ’cutoff’ energy (ED). Electrons with

energy > ED are detected while electrons with energy < ED are not. Control of VD

is achieved by interfacing a computer running Labview to a KEPCO power supply

which can supply voltages between 0-100 V. The power supply has a floating ground

which is connected to the negative terminal of the power supply providing VC .

4.2 Detector calibration

In order to find the relationship between VD and ED, an extensive SIMION simula-

tion of the detection system was performed by Professor Hanne. The simulation is

as faithful as possible to the physical dimensions of the system. In the simulation,

the electrons are created at a point in space in the middle of the central lens. The

electrons are given an initial momentum which when combined with the voltages

applied to the central lens, the deflector lenses and the entrances to the channeltrons

determines their trajectories through the detection system.

The simulation setup and some example electron trajectories are shown in Fig.

4.2 for VD = -100 V (and therefore VT = -350 V). For clarity, two electron energies

are shown in each vertical direction. Four different electron energies have been

simulated: 60 eV (black), 75 eV (red), 100 eV (green) and 150 eV (blue). For each

electron energy, eight different trajectories are shown which correspond to initial

propagation angles between ±7◦ (the maximum acceptance angle of the detection

system is ∼ 7◦) in steps of 2◦. The simulation shows that electrons with energy of

100 eV and 150 eV are all detected by the channeltron. Conversely, electrons with

energy 60 eV are all repelled. In this example, for an electron energy of 75 eV,

electrons with small initial angles are detected but electrons with large angles are

not thus showing that there is some angle dependence of the detection system which

blurs the energy cutoff ED.

Combining simulations for a range of values of VD yields the relationship between
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Figure 4.2: A SIMION simulation of the detection system. The electron energies
are 60 eV (black), 75 eV (red), 100 eV (green) and 150 eV (blue). For each electron
energy, eight different trajectories are shown which correspond to initial propagation
angles between ±7◦ in steps of 2◦. In this example the voltage applied the deflectors
is -100 V which corresponds to ED = 76 eV.

VD and ED which is presented in Fig. 4.3 for the range of electron energies of interest.

The figure shows a colourmap of the acceptance angle as function of VD and electron

energy. The region of red colouring corresponds to when electron energies with

ejection angles < 7◦ are detected. The region of blue colouring corresponds to when

the acceptance angle is 0◦ and therefore the electron energies get repelled. For

convenience, a linear relationship can be used as an approximation of the electron

cutoff,

ED ≈ α (VD − VDO) . (4.3)

where the two parameters α and VDO represent the gradient and a voltage offset of

the electron cutoff respectively. For the geometry of the detection system used here,

the values of these two parameters are α = 0.8 and VD = 5. Eq. 4.3 is shown as

the broken black line in Fig. 4.3 and its interpretation is that for a value of VD, any

electron with an energy above the corresponding electron energy will be detected
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Figure 4.3: The acceptance angle as a function of electron energy and VD. The
region of red colouring corresponds to when electron energies with ejection angles
< 7◦ are detected. The region of blue colouring corresponds to when the acceptance
angle is 0◦ and therefore the electron energies get repelled. The broken black line is
the approximate linear cutoff described by Eq. 4.3.

by the channeltrons. In the situation where the detection system is composed of a

single deflector plate only and there are no fringing fields from the channeltron, the

voltage applied to the repeller would have a one to one ratio with the electron cutoff

energy, i.e. α = 1. In the case of this detection system, the channeltrons are only

0.5 mm away the deflector plates and so the fringe fields decrease the electron cutoff

energy so that α < 1.

As VD → 5 V, then ED → 0 V and to avoid any unwanted effects near this point,

10 V was chosen as the minimum value for VD for all experiments. The blurring

effect mentioned above for Fig. 4.2 can be seen quite evidently in Fig. 4.3 as it

becomes significantly more apparent for larger values of VD.

A measurement in which electrons above a threshold are detected and electrons

below the threshold are not results in an integrated electron spectrum. These spectra

are different from the time-of-flight (TOF) spectra which are typical of the field
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[12]. The reason for this choice of detection system was purely determined by the

availability of parts at the time of construction. The literature reveals that similar

setups have been used with success [26].

As discussed in Chapter 1, the upper limit on the possible electron energies pro-

duced by tunnelling ionisation is governed by the ponderomotive potential parame-

ter, UP , which is directly proportional to the laser intensity. In the current experi-

ment, the laser intensities are typically limited to the range of 1− 6× 1014 W.cm−2.

For a centre wavelength of 750 nm, this intensity range corresponds to a pondero-

motive potential range of 5.3− 31.5 eV. The start of the cutoff region in the ionised

electron spectra corresponds to electron energies of about 10UP . At 10UP , the ion-

isation probability for atomic H is about five orders of magnitude lower than the

ionisation probability at 1UP [12]. Detecting electrons at 10UP would therefore take

an unacceptably long time. For this reason the maximum electron cutoff energy was

set to about 2UP which has ionisation probabilities less than one order of magnitude

lower than 1UP .

4.3 Detector configuration
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Figure 4.4: The simple circuit which is required for the channeltron to generate
current pulses for each electron detected. A supply voltage of a few kV is applied
to the channeltron tail while the entrance is grounded.

Two channeltrons have been incorporated into the detection system, one on the top

of the lens stack and one on the bottom. When an electron strikes the inner surface
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of a channeltron, multiple secondary electrons are produced. These electrons are

accelerated down the inner channeltron tube by an applied high positive voltage.

After many electron-wall collisions, the number of electrons at the tail can be 107−
108 times more than at the input. The output of a channeltron is then a current

pulse for each electron which is detected. A simple circuit is necessary to separate

the signal pulses from the high-voltage biasing of the channeltron. The circuit shown

in Fig. 4.4 and its output is a ∼5 ns pulse for each electron the channeltron detects.

The height of the pulses are between -5 mV and -60 mV depending on the condition

of the channeltron.

The amplification and counting of the pulses is achieved in the same manner

as described for the PMT pulses in Chapter 2. Typically the counting electronics

require pulses with heights of about -2 V. The top channeltron is less responsive

that the bottom channeltron and hence requires a gain of 26 dB, in comparison to

the 13 dB gain required by the bottom channeltron.

The discriminator voltage levels (VDL) and the channeltron supply voltages (VS)

for each channeltron were optimised before experimental results were taken and Fig.

4.5 shows these parameters as a function of the number of electrons detected by the

top channeltron. The data was taken with the laser focussed into the centre of

atomic H beam, and the electron detection rate was integrated over 10 s for each

data point. The number of electrons detected as a function of VS is shown in Fig.

4.5(a). As VS is increased, the number of electrons detected reaches a plateau. In

this case, where the top channeltron is being tested, the plateau starts at ∼ 3 kV.

The bottom channeltron is newer so its plateau starts at ∼ 2.5 kV (not shown).

Researchers may be tempted to run the channeltrons well into the saturation region

however this would not be prudent as the number of false counts, which cannot be

filtered out by the discriminator, begins to increase. An example of this can be seen

in Fig. 4.5(b) where VDL is varied for three values of VS: 3 kV (purple), 3.25 kV

(blue) and 3.5 kV (green). The counts detected for 3.25 kV and 3.5 kV can be

considered noise as even at the maximum discriminator level, thousands of counts

are still being detected per second. It is therefore best to set VS close to the start

of the saturation region to minimise false counts. This is the case for VS = 3 kV,

where the count rate is constant before a drop off of counts near VDL ∼ 50 mV. The

cause of the drop off is due to the value of VDL becoming comparable to the height

of the pulses generated by real electrons. Favourable operating conditions for the

top channeltron are at values for VS and VDL of 3 kV and 22 mV respectively while
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the bottom channeltron shows similar behaviour at VS = 2.5 kV and VDL = 22 mV.
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(a) The number of electrons detected by the top
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Figure 4.5: The number of detected electrons versus VS (top) and VDL (bottom) for
the top channeltron. The counts saturate at high values of VS. However, even when
VDL is increased, the counts start to become indistinguishable from noise above
VS = 3.00 kV. The integration time for all data points is 10 s.

4.4 Signal gating

Electrons from sources other than the ionisation of atoms and molecules can alter

the results if they are not correctly filtered out. Examples of such sources are

ionisation gauges, residual gas analysers (RGAs), ion pumps and the atomic H
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discharge source. To eliminate electrons from the ionisation gauge and the RGA,

both devices are switched off whilst data is being taken. In the initial stages of the

experiment, the interaction region was evacuated by an ion pump. It was observed

that not only did the ion pump contribute electron counts to the channeltrons but

stray magnetic fields it created were problematic. In an attempt to overcome these

problems the ion pump was replaced by the turbo molecular pump.

The signal from photoelectrons is overshadowed by counts due to electrons from

other sources and in this case it is extremely hard to isolate the electrons created

via ionisation of atomic H. Temporal gating coincident with the laser pulse was

introduced to isolate the photoelectron contribution. Only electrons which were

detected during this gating interval were counted. The gating signal is derived from a

photodiode measuring a small fraction of the Evolution laser output. The measured

1 kHz signal is fed into a pulse delay box which in turn creates the appropriate TTL

gating signal for the counting electronics. The counters will only detect pulses from

the channeltrons when the gating signal is high. A gate time of 1 µs is used. The

count rates at both channeltrons are unaffected by the position of the gating signal

as long as neither the start nor end of the gating signal are within ∼ 100 ns of the

laser pulse. This corresponds to the time it takes the ionised electrons to travel the

5 cm from the interaction region to a channeltron. After implementing the gating

signal, only electrons originating from the laser were detected.

4.5 Channeltron saturation

The counting distributions of the channeltrons are governed by Poissonian statis-

tics. The probability of one detection event is not correlated to the probability of

another detection event. In this case the maximum number of counts detected by

the channeltron is limited by the number of laser pulses during the integration time.

However, if the number of electrons detected per laser pulse is high, saturation ef-

fects of the channeltron counts can be expected. This section covers the method

used to take these saturation effects into account.

The Poissonian expression for the probability of n electron detection events oc-

curring in a particular laser shot is:

Pn(r) =
e−rrn

n!
, (4.4)

where r is the unsaturated rate of detected electrons per pulse. To get an expres-
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Figure 4.6: The effective electron rate, r, and its derivative, dr/dp, versus the
number of electrons detected per pulse, p. At values of p > 0.9, the error in r starts
to become large.

sion for r, we can use the expression for the number of counts detected from the

channeltron for any given laser shot:

p = 1− P0

= 1− e−r, (4.5)

where P0 is a function of r and describes the probability of the channeltron not

detecting an electron. From this expression the effective unsaturated event rate can

be expressed as:

r = − ln(1− p), (4.6)

This expression allows the calculation of r from the measured electron counts per

pulse, p. Throughout this thesis r will also be referred to as the electron yield. To

find the total electron yield for atomic H only, measurements of the electron yield

for H2 and background gases must also be measured. This aspect of the research is

covered in more detail in Chapter 5.

The absolute error in the transformation from p to r is directly proportional to

both dr
dp

and the error in the number of counts detected by the channeltron, ∆p:
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∆r = ∆p
dr

dp

= ∆p

(
1

1− p

)
. (4.7)

Fig. 4.6 shows r and dr
dp

versus p. In the region of p > 0.9, r varies rapidly. The

error in the determination of r in this region is indicated by the fast response of
dr
dp
. At p = 0.9, the absolute error in the effective electron rate is already ten times

greater than the absolute error in p. So to limit sources of large error only data for

p < 0.9 is taken. Within the constraints of this regime the error is smaller, with

typical values of ∆r < 5%.

An example of the effect that saturation correction can have on data can be seen

in Fig. 4.7. In this example both curves show the number of electrons detected by

the top channeltron as a function of VD. The red curve shows the raw data while

the blue curve shows the data after undergoing saturation correction. At low values

of VD, where the number of detected electrons is at its highest, the correction factor

approaches 120%. For a quantitative comparison with theory, it is obvious that

correction factors of this magnitude are of vital importance. As discussed above,

it is at these same points that the errors incurred due to saturation correction is

maximal. This is indicated by the larger error bars for the blue curve than the red

curve for low values of VD.

Saturation effects start to give corrections above 10% when the number of de-

tected electrons reaches ∼ 20% of the number of laser pulses. The red curve in Fig.

4.7 shows that data points for VD < 60 V experience saturation. This corresponds

to over half of the data points, therefore emphasising the importance of saturation

correction.

4.6 Optimisation of photoelectron detection

For the ultimate goal of quantitative agreement between experiment and theory to

be attained, it is important that the laser focus is aligned with the highest density

part of the atomic H beam. Therefore, a detailed alignment procedure is performed

prior to experimentation. This section presents a description of the proper alignment

of the laser and atomic beam with respect to each other.

The atomic H beam passes through a 0.5 mm aperture just prior to its inter-
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Figure 4.7: An example of the effect of saturation correction. The red curve is the
raw number of electrons counted per pulse. The blue curve is the red curve after
saturation correction has taken place. Corrections approach 120% for low values of
VD.

section with the laser beam in the experimental chamber. It is important to be

certain that the detected electrons originate from the ionisation of atomic H as it is

possible that they are free electrons in the atomic beam generated by the plasma.

To confirm the detected electrons are from ionisation, a beam profile measurement

was taken by gradually changing the angle of the last mirror the laser hits before

entering the vacuum chamber. The mirror mount is tilted by a Thorlabs DM22

differential adjuster and thus allows the position of the laser focus to be varied over

the transverse dimension of the atomic H beam. The mirror is situated 480 mm

away from the laser focus. The transformation from mirror angle to focus position

in the atomic beam is simple trigonometry. To isolate the signal emanating from

atomic H, a scan of the beam was taken for when the discharge was both on and

off. The profile of the atomic H beam is presented in Fig. 4.8 and a Gaussian fit is

applied to the data. The fit parameter for the beam width at FWHM is 0.49±0.02.

This is consistent with the size of the aperture before the experiment chamber and

confirms that the counts are coming from ionisation of atomic H.

In order to detect the highest number of ionised electrons it is optimal to position

the laser beam at the peak position of the curve in Fig. 4.8. By itself, optimisation

of the vertical steering of the laser beam will not ensure the highest overall electron
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Figure 4.8: Atomic H beam profile measured by adjusting the position of the laser
focus over the transverse direction of the atomic H beam. The measured beam width
is 0.49± 0.02 which agrees with the 0.5 mm width of the aperture the atomic beam
passes through just before the interaction region.

count rate as horizontal steering and the axial position of the focus are also important

alignment parameters. An understanding of the influence of each of these parameters

has on the atomic H electron yield is important for the full characterisation of the

detection system.

Using the SIMION simulation, the effect on electron counts of the laser focus

position in the transverse and axial directions can be determined. A range of electron

energies have been simulated for two different starting positions. The results of the

simulations can be seen in Fig. 4.9 where the electron energies are 25 eV (black),

40 eV (red), 50 eV (green) and 80 eV (blue). Panel A presents the trajectories for

electrons which start in the very centre of the detection system. It shows that all

electrons except those with energies of 25 eV pass through the detection system.

Panel B shows a simulation with the electron start positions having been shifted

transversely (with respect to the laser beam) by 0.5 mm. This situation represents

the case when the laser focus is misaligned and it shows that half of the electrons are

no longer detected. A map of the electron counts for a range of focus positions in

the axial and transverse directions was taken to test this simulation and the results

are presented in Fig. 4.10. In the simulation, a 0.5 mm change in the transverse

direction corresponds to a ∼ 50% change in electron counts, however, experimentally
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Figure 4.9: Simulations of the detection system for electron energies of 25 eV (black),
40 eV (red), 50 eV (green) and 80 eV (blue). VD in this simulation is -50 V,
corresponding to an electron cutoff energy of ED = 36 eV. Panel A shows the
optimal situation where the channeltrons are both in their optimal positions and
the electrons start in the centre of the lens stack. Panel B shows the situation
where the laser is misaligned and the electrons originate 0.5 mm to the right in the
transverse direction. Panel C shows what happens when a channeltron is displaced
vertically by 1 mm.

this change in laser beam position corresponds to a change in counts of about 5%.

This result is surprising and the reason for the discrepancy is not obvious. The

finite size of the focussed laser beam cannot be the cause as it is much smaller than

the 0.5 mm shift in the simulation. The reason could be that the simulation of the

detection system is not completely accurate and so the behavior when the laser is

misaligned is not correctly predicted.

Panel C in Fig. 4.9 presents a simulation where the vertical position of the chan-

neltron is shifted. The results show that some of the 40 eV electrons are no longer

detected for a deflection voltage of 50 V which indicates an increase in the electron

cutoff energy. As the position of the channeltron relative to the deflector plate in-

creases, it starts to approximate the situation described above in the discussion of

Eq. 4.3 where the value of α → 1. This behaviour is caused by the fringing fields

from the channeltron becoming weaker with increasing separation. When the chan-

neltron is close to the deflector plate, the fringing fields tend to pull the electrons

into the channeltron due to its more positive potential than the lens system. The

cutoff electron energy is therefore lower for when the channeltron is closer to the
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Figure 4.10: The relative electron yield as a function of the axial and transverse
position of the focus in the atomic H beam. A clear maximum can be observed
which corresponds to when the laser focus is in the middle of the atomic beam and
is also directly below the top channeltron.

deflection plate.





Chapter 5

Experimental procedure

“The yeoman’s work in any science, and especially physics, is done

by the experimentalist, who must keep the theoreticians honest.”

– Michio Kaku (1947–).

This chapter discusses the process by which experimental data is collected. The

individual systems involved in the experiment have been presented and discussed

in the previous chapters: Chapter 2 describes the creation of the atomic H beam;

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the few-cycle laser system; and Chapter 4 presented

the electron detection system. These three systems are combined in the data taking

process which will be presented here. A large part of the chapter will concentrate

on error analysis with a particular focus on the Allan variance which is utilised to

measure the stability of the experiment as a whole over the duration of an entire

data set.

5.1 Data acquisition

A clarification of the terminology used throughout the rest of this thesis is necessary

here. A ’data point’ is considered the atomic H electron yield for a given value of

VD and laser intensity. A ’data run’ is considered a number of data points taken at

one laser intensity as the value of VD is varied. The number of data points in a data

run varies between 10 − 50. A ’data set’ is a full set of data runs for a number of

laser intensities. A full data set can have up to 102 data points and up to eight data

sets. It is the data set which is eventually compared to the theoretical predictions.

The experimental procedure involves counting the number of ionised electrons

generated by interaction of the few-cycle laser with the atomic H beam. The number

of electrons is counted over a 10 s time interval, known as the integration time, and

this count is performed over a range of deflector lens voltages (VD). This voltage

’sweep’ of VD is conducted in three different situations:

79
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Figure 5.1: The number of electrons detected per laser pulse is shown for the three
situations described above: CBACK (green), C ′

OFF (blue) and C ′
ON (red).

� Background measurement: In this situation, the gate valve between the source

chamber and the rest of the vacuum system is closed. This isolates the atomic

H source from the interaction region and therefore all the detected electrons

originate from the ionisation of background gases only. After saturation effects

are corrected for (see Chapter 4), the electron yield from this situation is

labeled CBACK .

� Discharge off: In this situation, the gate valve is open and H2 gas is flowing

through the discharge tube and into the experimental chamber. The discharge

is not operating, so the majority of detected electrons are from the ionisation

of H2 in the beam. There is also a smaller residual signal originating from the

ionisation of background gases. After saturation effects are corrected for, the

electron yield from this situation is labeled C ′
OFF .

� Discharge on: The third situation is when the gate valve is open and the atomic

H discharge source is operating. Here, the majority of detected electrons are

from atomic H. Contributions from both background gases and un-dissociated

H2 molecules are still present. After saturation effects are corrected for, the

electron yield from this situation is labeled C ′
ON .

The 10 s integration time corresponds to detecting electrons from 104 laser pulses.

As discussed in Chapter 4, it is best to keep the number of electrons detected <90%
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of the number of laser pulses. This ensures that the error for each data point stays

low after saturation correction. The lowest value of VD is set so that the number of

counted electrons is slightly less than 9×103 when the discharge is on. This normally

corresponds to detecting electrons with an energy up to about 2UP . The highest

value of VD for each sweep is typically set at a point where the number of electrons

detected is ∼ 102 when the discharge is on. When counts go below this value, the

fractional error starts to increase rapidly due to the square root dependence of the

error on the number of counts.

The theoretical simulations predict that spectral structure due to the individual

ATI peaks is estimated to be at the few percent level in the case of an integrated

spectrum (see Chapter 6). The experimental error bars are greater than a few

percent so spectral structure is not expected to be seen. Therefore, the step size

between successive values of VD is typically set at 1 V. The data runs for high laser

intensities can have up to 50 data points. For lower intensities, a smaller range of

electrons is produced and a full data run can have < 10 data points.

An example data run showing the three different measurements can be seen in

Fig. 5.1. The number of electrons detected per laser pulse is shown for CBACK

(green), C ′
OFF (blue) and C ′

ON (red). The measured laser intensity for this data

run was 5.4× 1014 W/cm2 and VD was varied from 35 V to 80 V. Each data point

corresponds to the number of electrons detected per laser pulse over the 10 s in-

tegration period. Saturation correction has been applied to each data point. The

error bars originate from the shot noise of each data point are propagated through

the saturation correction routine. Shot noise error is typically only a few percent

and, as will be discussed later, are generally underestimates. The actual error in

each measurement is actually larger due to fluctuations in the laser parameters.

5.2 Atomic H signal

When CBACK is subtracted from C′
OFF and C′

ON , we obtain COFF and CON respec-

tively. This background subtraction allows the development of expressions for COFF

and CON which depend only on the ionisation of H2 and H in the atomic beam:

COFF = NPH2, (5.1)

and
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Figure 5.2: The resultant atomic H electron yield for the data presented in Fig. 5.1
after undergoing the transformation described by Eq. 5.3.

CON = 2NµPH + (1− µ)NPH2

= 2NµPH + (1− µ)COFF . (5.2)

Here, N is the total number of particles in the beam with the discharge off, µ is the

dissociation fraction (see Chapter 2), and PH2 and PH are the ionisation probabilities

for H2 and atomic H respectively. COFF includes contributions from H2 only, while

CON includes contributions from both H2 and atomic H. The factor of two in Eq.

5.2 is due to the fact one H2 molecule dissociates into two H atoms. Rearranging

Eq. 5.2 we finally arrive at an expression for the atomic H electron yield:

PH =
1

2Nµ
(CON − (1− µ)COFF )

∝ CON − (1− µ)COFF . (5.3)

PH is directly proportional to both CON and COFF , and to the dissociation fraction,

µ. The factor 1/2Nµ is a constant with a value which is unknown due to the lack of

knowledge of the number of particles in the beam. Its contribution is addressed in

post-processing (see Chapter 6). Using the data from the curves presented in Fig.
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5.1 in Eq. 5.3, results in the PH curve plotted in Fig. 5.2. A complete data set

which is to be used to compare to theoretical predictions requires PH curves for a

range of laser intensities.
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Figure 5.3: The contributions to ∆PH for the three terms in Eq. 5.4. The total error
(grey line) is mostly dominated by ∆CON (red line) and ∆µ COFF (blue line) while
the (1− µ) ∆COFF (green line) term has very little impact on the overall error.

The importance of the dissociation fraction can be seen in Eq. 5.3. Its value

has a direct impact on the number of electron counts attributed to atomic H. If µ is

incorrect then it could hamper quantitative comparisons of experiment and theory.

An error in µ of 10% typically introduces an error of < 5% in PH .

The transformation from CON and COFF into PH incurs error:

(∆PH)
2 = (∆CON)

2 + (∆µ COFF )
2 + ((1− µ) ∆COFF )

2 , (5.4)

where ∆CON , ∆COFF and ∆µ are the absolute errors for CON , COFF and µ re-

spectively. Fig. 5.3 shows typical values of the three terms involved in the error as

a function of VD. The error contributions have been smoothed using a ten point

moving average to clarify the trends in the graph. The total error (grey line) tends

to increase at the two extremes of VD. The increase at low values of VD is due to the

error incurred from saturation correction. The increase for high values of VD is the

result of bad statistics due to low count rates. The total error is dominated by ∆CON

(red line) and ∆µ COFF (blue line) for the bulk of the data. The (1− µ) ∆COFF

term is the smallest and has very little impact on the overall error. The fractional
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errors typically range from 1-10%, depending on the number of electrons detected

at each value of VD.

5.3 Allan deviation analysis
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(a) The number of electrons counted versus
time.

 

(b) The Allan deviation of the time domain
data.

Figure 5.4: A typical Allan deviation result for the electron count rate over a period
of 60 mins. a) Shows the count rate as a function of time. Each sample is the number
of electrons counted over a 10 s integration period. b) Shows the corresponding Allan
deviation for the time domain data.

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the error originating from the Poissonian shot

noise of the channeltron counts is generally an underestimate of the total error. The

problem with Poissonian error analysis is that it predicts the error for the integration

time of one data point only. It fails to account for any experimental fluctuations

over the course of a whole data run which can include up to 102 data points. A

method in which these fluctuations can be measured and accounted for is to subject

the experimental setup to Allan variance analysis.

A variance measurement is a second moment measure of the fluctuations of

some physical observable [106]. In the time domain, the Allan variance is the most

common measure of the variance. It calculates a moving time average of the square

of the difference of each data point from the average value. The Allan variance

was originally developed in 1966 as a method to describe the stability of atomic

clocks and oscillators [107]. It can be applied, however, to any measurable physical

parameter. If the fractional change in an observable as a function of time is defined
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(a) The measured Allan deviation when the
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(b) The measured Allan deviation when the
laser is unstable.

Figure 5.5: A comparison of the measured Allan deviations of the electron count rate
for when the laser is stable and unstable. The deviation increases much more rapidly
and reaches its minimum earlier in the case of an unstable laser. This minimum is
also considerably larger than when the laser is in stable operation.

as y(t), then yi is the ith observable of N samples, and the standard two-sample

Allan variance can be represented mathematically as,

σ2
A(τ) =

1

2(M − 1)

M−1∑
i=1

(ȳi+1 − ȳi)
2 , (5.5)

where τ is the averaging time, M = N − 1 and

ȳi =
1

N

N∑
i=1

yi, (5.6)

is the average value of the observable over the N samples. The standard error of σ2
A

for the standard Allan variance scales as [108],

∆σ2
A
∝ 1

N/m
. (5.7)

A number of variations of Eq. 5.5 exist which correspond to slightly different

implementations of the same idea. Two of these variations are the modified [109] and

the overlapping [110] Allan variances, both developed in 1981. The advantages of the

modified Allan variance is that is can identify phase white noise from flicker phase

noise while the standard Allan variance cannot. The advantage of the overlapping

Allan variance compared to the standard Allan variance is the smaller error bars on
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the output variance values. The overlapping Allan variance is the method suggested

by the IEEE 1 and is the method implemented and referred to throughout this thesis.

The overlapping Allan variance is expressed as,

σ2
A(τ) =

1

2m2(M − 2m+ 1)

M−2m+1∑
j=1

(
j+m−1∑
i=j

(ȳi+m − ȳi)

)2

, (5.8)

where m is the so called averaging factor which describes the number of samples

that are used to calculate the Allan variance at each averaging time and j represents

the first data point of the averaging block. It has been shown that the standard

error in σ2
A for the overlapping Allan variance scales as [108],

∆σ2
A
∝ 1

N −m
, (5.9)

which is an improvement when compared to the standard error in the standard

Allan variance shown in Eq. 5.7. The errorbars of the overlapping Allan variance

are therefore influenced by the number of data points collected and the averaging

factor.

All of the different implementations of the Allan variance require the repeated

measurement of the physical observable at some constant frequency. An important

point is that it is normally the Allan deviation which is used as the error estimate

and not the Allan variance. The Allan deviation is the square root of the Allan

variance and hence the standard error of the Allan deviation is also the square root

of the standard error of the Allan variance.

5.3.1 Allan deviation of electron counts

The physical parameter of interest in this experiment is the number of ionised elec-

trons which are detected. The integration time is typically set at 10 s, the same as

for when experimental data is taken. This means that the Allan deviation can not be

determined for any times < 10 s. The total time of an Allan deviation measurement

is typically on the order of an hour. This allows the determination of the Allan devi-

ation up to a time of ∼ 103 s, which is the timescale of a long PH data run including

up to 50 data points. The longest data runs occur when the laser intensity is at its

highest value, this is because the range over which electron energies are detected is

11139-2008 - IEEE Standard Definitions of Physical Quantities for Fundamental Frequency and
Time Metrology–Random Instabilities
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(a) The Allan deviation of the opti-
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(b) The Allan variation of the pulse
duration.
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(c) The Allan variation of the hori-
zontal beam waist.
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(d) The Allan variation of the verti-
cal beam waist.
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(e) The Allan variation of the labo-
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Figure 5.6: Measured Allan deviations for the experimental parameters which can
cause fluctuations in the electron count rate.

the greatest. The Allan deviation measurement will include contributions from all

the experiment fluctuations such as the laser power, pulse duration and spot size,

as well as the stability of the atomic H discharge.

Fig. 5.4(a) shows a time domain graph of the number of electrons detected

for consecutive 10 s integration intervals. For convenience it is presented as the

percentage difference from the mean value of the data. The experimental parameters
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were set at typical values for a data run: I ∼ 4×1014 W/cm2 and VD = −40 V. Most

of the data is within ±10% of the mean. However, there is some half-cycle oscillatory

behaviour displayed over the timescale of about 30 minutes (180 samples).

Shown in Fig. 5.4(b) is the corresponding Allan deviation, σA, of the time domain

data. The y-axis shows the expected error between two measurements separated

by the corresponding time on the x-axis. In this example, and for most of the

ionised electron Allan deviation measurements taken for the system, the data can

be described by two different regions of noise: the region where the Allan deviation

decreases in an exponential manner (seen as a linear decrease on a log-log plot) and

the region in which it starts to increase.

From 10 s to ∼ 2× 102 s the data follows σA ∝ 1/
√
τ . This region corresponds

to the times when the major source of noise is shot noise. The minimum error is

about 1.2% and is found at an averaging time of 2×102 s. For times above 3×102 s,

the error starts to increase at a rate σA ∝
√
τ . At τ ∼ 103 s, the typical duration of

a PH data run, σA ∼ 3.5%.

The standard deviation of the data shown in Figs. 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) is ∼ 5%.

Very little information can be learned from this value as no information about

which experimental parameter is causing the fluctuations can be obtained. It is

also difficult to determine on which time scale the standard deviation is accurate.

Furthermore, for all the integration times measured in this example, the standard

deviation overestimates the actual error determined by the Allan deviation. This

shows how the simple standard deviation estimate is unreliable in these instances.

While the example Allan deviation presented in Fig. 5.4 is fairly typical, slightly

different Allan deviation measurements can be expected depending on the stability

of the laser on any given day. Shown in Fig. 5.5 are two examples of Allan deviation

measurements taken on two separate days when the laser was operating in a stable

manner (a) and when the laser was operating in an unstable manner (b). Unstable

laser operation is unintentional and is typically due to the oscillator section requiring

realignment. When the laser has stable operation, the Allan deviation increases at

a much lower rate. When the laser is not as stable, the position of minimum Allan

deviation is at a much shorter time and the trend increases much more rapidly.

5.3.2 Allan deviation analysis of experimental parameters

In order to fully understand the sources of instability in the experimental setup, it

is worthwhile characterising the major experiment parameters using Allan deviation
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analysis. The main experimental parameters are the laser power, the pulse duration

and the focussed spot size, as well as the stability of the laboratory temperature

and the atomic H discharge. Fig. 5.6 shows the Allan deviation measurements for

all these parameters:

� Fig. 5.6(a) shows the Allan deviation of the average laser power. The power

is typically very stable over the course of a full data set with σA ∼ 0.3% at

τ = 103 s. The minimum error occurs at an averaging time of about 102 s.

� Fig. 5.6(b) shows the Allan deviation of the pulse duration, tP . It is minimal

near τ = 102 s and is about 0.9% at τ = 103 s.

� Figs. 5.6(c) & 5.6(d) show the Allan deviations for the beam waists of the

focus spot in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively. As with both

the laser power and pulse duration, the minimum error in the spot size occurs

at an averaging time of ∼ 102 s. Over the course of a data set, the x and

y spot sizes have an Allan deviation equal to 0.6% and 0.4%. Combined in

quadrature, these two errors gives a total spot size variation of 0.7%.

� Fig. 5.6(e) shows the Allan deviation of the temperature of the laboratory.

The minimum error occurs at an averaging time of ∼ 102 s which is very sim-

ilar to the observed behaviour of the laser power, the pulse duration and the

focussed spot sizes. This similarity indicates that the variations in the ex-

perimental parameters could be caused by temperature variations. However,

finding the cause of long term drifts is a difficult process and it is hard to

know how any temperature variation in the laboratory influences the experi-

mental parameters in question. In addition, the magnitude of the temperature

variation is considerably less than the variation in the other experimental pa-

rameters. It is therefore hard to claim that the laboratory temperature is the

reason for all the experimental fluctuations. The data does seem to indicate

that they are related, however, and a more detailed investigation in the future

will be able to clarify this matter.

� The stability of the discharge was tested by measuring the Allan deviation for

the number of photons counted at the wavelength of Balmer-α. The error in

the photon counts was about an order of magnitude smaller than the Allan

deviations mentioned above. When this is combined with the fact that the

dissociation fraction stays constant over many hours, the discharge can be
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excluded as a major source of experimental fluctuations. Therefore an Allan

deviation plot of this parameter has been omitted.
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Figure 5.7: The normalised electron counts versus laser intensity. The electron
counts in this situation have not been corrected for contributions from background
gases or the H2 molecules in the atomic beam. A line of best fit is shown as a broken
red line.

The experimental parameters in Fig. 5.6 were tested with the laser operating in

a stable manner. The laser intensity varies linearly with the average optical power

and the pulse duration. Therefore the errors of both parameters can be added in

quadrature to find the error in the laser intensity. However, the laser intensity varies

as the inverse square of the spot size, so the intensity error is double the total spot

size error. The combined fluctuations of the laser parameters corresponds to a 1.7%

change in intensity over 103 s, with the change in the spot size dominating.

As seen in Fig. 5.7 and calculated from the line of best line, a change in intensity

of 1.7% at I = 4.0×1014 W/cm2 (the intensity used in the Allan deviation shown in

Fig. 5.4) can affect the electron count rate by 5%. Therefore, the Allan deviation of

3.5% at a time of 103 s as shown in Fig. 5.4(b) can be explained by laser fluctuations.

5.4 Reproducibility of data

The ability to reproduce experimental data is crucial in guaranteeing the integrity

of scientific research. If claims of quantitative agreement with theory are made then
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reproducibility must be certain. To be confident about the claims made in this work

it was necessary to show agreement between data sets which were taken on different

days.
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Figure 5.8: Data taken on two different days for similar laser intensities. The red
data is from 23rd February, 2010 while the blue data is from 24th February, 2010.
The laser intensities are labeled (×1014 W/cm2) in the corresponding colour next
to the appropriate data runs. The comparison shows that the data was repeatable
from data to day.

Fig. 5.2 on page 82 shows the PH curve for a measured laser intensity of 5.4 ×
1014 W/cm2. A complete experimental data set, however, requires the acquisition

of a PH curve for each laser intensity. As described in Chapter 3, the laser intensity

is changed in discrete steps by using pellicle beamsplitters. For each new pellicle

setting, the absolute intensity is determined and a PH curve is measured. Fig. 5.8

compares four PH curves taken on two consecutive days. The red data is from 23rd

February, 2010 while the blue data is from 24th February, 2010. The laser intensities

are labeled (×1014 W/cm2) in the corresponding colour next to the appropriate data

runs. Only curves with similar measured intensities have been selected for display.

The data from the two days agree with each other to within 10%, which can be

attributed to the error in the intensity measurement for each data run. The biggest

difference between the two data sets is the comparison of the PH curves for the

intensities of 3.6 × 1014 W/cm2 and 4.0 × 1014 W/cm2. These intensities are 10%

different from each other so a significant difference in signal should be expected

between the two. The three other data runs agree almost completely, showing that
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the data is repeatable.



Chapter 6

Data analysis

“There are two possible outcomes: if the result confirms the hypoth-

esis, then you’ve made a measurement. If the result is contrary to

the hypothesis, then you’ve made a discovery.”

– Enrico Fermi (1901–1954).

Chapter 5 provided a detailed look at the data taking process. It shows how the

number of electrons detected for three experimental situations are combined to give

the total electron yield for atomic H. In this chapter, we discuss the quantitative

comparison of the experimental data with theoretical predictions. The simulations

of the electron detection system and the theoretical models of the atom-laser inter-

action are combined to create predicted integrated electron spectra. The spectra

are directly compared to the experimental data via a weighted least squares fitting

routine. Some example fitting comparisons will be presented, with a discussion on

how the fitting routine can be used to get an accurate value for the laser intensity.

6.1 Theoretical predictions

Two theoretical models were provided for the comparison with the experimental

data. The first model is the strong field approximation (SFA) which was provided

by Dr. Igor Ivanov and Prof. Anatoli Kheifets of the Australian National University

(ANU) in Canberra, Australia. This model follows the method presented by Keldysh

[24] where a Volkov wavefunction is propagated while the Coulomb potential is

neglected (see Eq. 1.7 on page 8). It is known that the SFA is not gauge invariant

under certain circumstances [111], however, in this instance the velocity gauge was

chosen by the theoretical team as being appropriate. As such, the Hamiltonian for

the SFA calculations is described by,

93
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Ĥ =
|p− eA|2

2m
, (6.1)

where p is the momentum operator, e is the electron charge, A is the vector potential

of the electromagnetic field and m is the electron mass.

The second model is the direct integration of the time dependent Schrödinger

equation and was implemented in two different ways:

Matrix iteration method

The first approach was the matrix iteration method described by Nurhuda and

Faisal [112] and it was implemented by the group of Prof. Klaus Bartschat at

Drake University, Iowa, USA. Its specific application to the present problem is

discussed in [71]. The key idea of this method is to expand the denominator in

the Crank-Nicholson approximation of the time evolution of the wave function,

Ψ(t+∆) =
1− i(∆/2)Ĥ(t−∆/2)

1 + i(∆/2)Ĥ(t−∆/2)
Ψ(t) +O(∆3), (6.2)

into a series involving the field-free diagonal matrix elements of the Hamil-

tonian Ĥ and the off-diagonal coupling matrix elements containing the elec-

tromagnetic field and the time step ∆. Here, O(∆3) is the propagator error

term.

Lanczos propagator

The second method uses the Lanczos propagator [113] and was implemented

by the group of Prof. Kheifets from the ANU. This method represents the

wavefunction at time t+∆ as a linear combination of vectors from the Krylov

space spanned by the vectors Ψ(t), ĤΨ(t), ... , ĤmΨ(t) where m = 5. The

wavefunction is represented as a series in spherical harmonics.

Both TDSE methods used the velocity form of the Hamiltonian,

Ĥ =
|p− eA|2

2m
+ V (r), (6.3)

where V (r) is the Coulomb binding potential. The two different implementations

agree to within 10% and for this reason only the implementation from Drake Uni-

versity will be referred to for the remainder of this chapter. The raw data for each

peak intensity is given as a differential ionisation rate with respect to the electron
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energy (E) and the angle from the laser polarisation direction (θ) and it is expressed

in units of eV−1sr−1,

dP (E, θ)

dθdE
. (6.4)

The parameter θ has values of angle from 0 - 180◦ in 1◦ steps and E has values

of energies between 0.05 - 100 eV in steps of 0.05 eV. The ionisation rates were

provided for nine values of laser peak intensity between 0.5 − 8.0 × 1014 W/cm2.

All data are calculated for a centre wavelength of 800 nm, which corresponds to a

photon energy of 1.55 eV. The numerical accuracy of the data is believed to be at

the 1% level. It should be noted that the simulated differential ionisation rates were

also provided as a function of the CEP. However, this experiment did not utilised

the CEP control of the laser. Preliminary experimental results indicate that the

maximum modulation caused by a change in CEP is on the order of 10%. As the

electron yields are integrated over 104 laser pulses of essentially random CEP, the

expected error due to averaging over CEP is 10%/
√
104 = 0.1%. Therefore, the

simulations are averaged over the 2π range of the CEP whilst introducing negligible

error.

6.1.1 Electron energy distribution

Fig. 6.1 presents the TDSE differential ionisation rates for six laser intensities at an

electron emission angle of θ = 0◦. The curves are coloured according to the values

of their intensity: 0.5× 1014 W/cm2 (grey), 1× 1014 W/cm2 (red), 2× 1014 W/cm2

(blue), 3 × 1014 W/cm2 (green), 4 × 1014 W/cm2 (orange) and 5 × 1014 W/cm2

(purple). Each curve shows a plateau for low energies which extends to ∼ 2UP [12].

After the plateau the ionisation rate starts to decrease rapidly, which is the cause

of the low number of electrons detected experimentally at high deflector voltages

(see Chapter 5). As a result of these low signals it is not feasible to take data above

∼ 2UP without increasing the experimental time considerably. The 2UP positions

are intensity dependent and are indicated as a dashed vertical line for each curve.

For energies below 2UP , a complicated structure manifests itself. This structure

is postulated to be of a physical nature and not due to numerical error [71]. The

causes could very well be resonant processes as suggested in [27], however, the exact

cause is beyond the scope of this document. As the photoelectron energy increases,

this complicated structure disappears and regular ATI peaks [26] appear which are
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Figure 6.1: TDSE predictions of the electron energy spectrum at 0◦ emission angle
for laser peak intensities of 0.5 × 1014 W/cm2 (grey), 1 × 1014 W/cm2 (red), 2 ×
1014 W/cm2 (blue), 3 × 1014 W/cm2 (green), 4 × 1014 W/cm2 (orange) and 5 ×
1014 W/cm2 (purple). The 2UP points on each curve are indicated by the dashed
vertical lines.

separated by 1.55 eV.

The interpretation of the Keldysh parameter (γ) is explained in Chapter 1. Its

value gives an indication of which ionisation process dominates at each peak laser

intensity. When γ > 1, the photoelectrons are primarily generated through mul-

tiphoton ionisation (MPI) and when γ < 1, above threshold ionisation (ATI) is

the primary ionisation channel. For the curves shown in Fig. 6.1, the value of the

Keldysh parameters are 1.51 (grey), 1.07 (red), 0.75 (blue), 0.62 (green), 0.53 (or-

ange) and 0.48 (purple). For all intensities > 2 × 1014 W/cm2 tunnel ionisation is

expected while any intensities ≤ 0.5 × 1014 W/cm2 are in the multiphoton regime.

Thus at 1 × 1014 W/cm2, γ ∼ 1 and contributions from both MPI and ATI are

expected.

At I > 4 × 1014 W/cm2 the ionisation probability begins to saturate as is ev-

ident by lengthening of the low energy plateau for higher intensities. This is not

unexpected as Fig. 6.2 suggests. Here, the atomic H ionisation probability (PI) is

plotted as a function of laser intensity and it shows that at I = 4 × 1014 W/cm2

the total ionisation probability is ∼ 0.5, which is clearly in the saturation regime.

An error function fit (broken red line) is included purely as a visual aid. The total

ionisation probability was found by integrating the theoretical predictions over the
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Figure 6.2: The ionisation probability of atomic H versus laser intensity. The photon
energy is 1.55 eV and the pulse duration is 6.3 fs. An error function fit is also included
to guide the eye only.

solid angle Ω and electron energy E,

PI =

∫ ∫
dP (E, θ)

dθdE
dE dΩ

=

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

∫ ∞

0

dP (E, θ)

dθdE
sin θ dE dθ dϕ

= 2π

∫ π

0

∫ ∞

0

dP (E, θ)

dθdE
sin θ dE dθ. (6.5)

Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the theoretical simulations, the dependence

on the azimuthal angle, ϕ, is included in the constant 2π outside the integrands of

the last line in Eq. 6.5.

6.1.2 Electron angular distribution

Fig. 6.3 shows the angle distribution curves for three peak laser intensities. These

curves show the differential ionisation rate after having been integrated over all val-

ues of E. The four curves have intensities of 1× 1014 W/cm2 (red), 2× 1014 W/cm2

(blue), 3× 1014 W/cm2 (green) and 4× 1014 W/cm2 (orange). The ionisation rates

decrease fast with increasing angle as expected. It is well known that the majority of
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Figure 6.3: Angular distributions predicted by the TDSE for intensities of
1 × 1014 W/cm2 (red), 2 × 1014 W/cm2 (blue), 3 × 1014 W/cm2 (green) and
4×1014 W/cm2 (orange). The detection system cutoff is shown as a dashed vertical
line at ∼ 7◦.

electrons are ejected along the direction of laser polarisation [33]. Typically, about

two orders of magnitude fewer electrons are ejected in the direction perpendicular to

the laser polarisation than the direction parallel to the polarisation. The acceptance

angle cutoff (see Chapter 4) of the detection system is represented as a dashed verti-

cal line on the figure. Any electron ejected at an angle greater than the acceptance

angle is not detected.

6.2 Post-processing

What follows is an overview of the method by which the theoretical predictions

are post processed in a manner that allows direct comparison to the experimental

data. Its implementation was written entirely by Assoc. Prof. Dave Kielpinski in

MATLAB. This overview will not be as thorough and will not include all the detail

embodied in the original manual written by Assoc. Prof. Kielpinski1.

The goal of this experiment is to compare physical data with theoretical predic-

tions in a quantitative manner. In order to achieve this, the theoretical predictions

must be combined with the detection system acceptance function (shown in Fig. 4.3

1’Predicting ionisation signal from simulations of photoelectron distribution and detector re-
sponse’ - April 21st, 2010
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on page 67) whilst taking focal averaging over a Gaussian spot size into account.

The consequent predictions can then be compared to the experimental data by a

weighted least squares fitting routine.

6.2.1 Gaussian focal averaging

 

(a) Contour plot of a Gaussian beam.
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(b) Intensity ’slice’ of the Gaussian beam in
Fig. 6.4(a).

Figure 6.4: The manner in which the focussed laser beam is approximated in post-
processing. a) The Gaussian beam profile is split into intensity contour ‘levels’. b)
An intensity profile versus position in beam taken from the slice indicated in b) by
the broken grey line. The peak intensity is assumed to be 5 × 1014 W/cm2. Each
contour level has an intensity which has been simulated by the theorist collaborators.

The theoretical data referred to above are calculated for one peak intensity each.

The photoelectrons are assumed to originate at an infinitely small point in space,

however, this is not physically the case as the beam waist has a finite size. Due to

this non-zero spot size, photoelectrons from the entire focal volume are detected.

The measured photoelectron spectrum is the integral of the intensity-dependent

ionisation rate over the intensity distribution in the focal volume.

Historically, the issue of focal volume averaging was considered a hinderance to

the accurate comparison of experimental and theoretical data [114]. Experimen-

tal methods such as introducing an aperture in front of the detection system were

adopted to reduce its affect [114]. Aperturing has the advantage of isolating small

’slices’ of intensity for investigation. As a method it has been successful and it is

the field standard at the time of writing (see Figure 1 in [12]). However, spatial
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averaging over a Gaussian focal volume has recently been used with some success to

compare experimental data [115, 116] with theoretical simulations [117, 118]. Quali-

tative agreement was achieved in both cases and for experiments without some type

of aperture it was observed that a ’comparison of experimental electron spectra with

theoretical calculations cannot be made unless the volume effects are considered.’

[117]. Therefore for quantitative analysis to be successful the theoretical contribu-

tions from all points in our focal region must be included in post-processing.

 

Figure 6.5: A schematic diagram of the interaction region in the context of Gaussian
focal averaging. The atomic beam is approximated as a cylinder with a diameter of
dat = 0.5 mm. The condition zR >> dat is satisfied which means the laser profile
does not change significantly during propagation through the atomic beam so the
interaction region can be approximated as a cylinder of length dat and radius w0.

The transverse beam profile of a laser beam is generally Gaussian with peak

intensity, I0, at the centre of the focussed spot. It can be described analytically as,

I(r, z) ∼ I0e
−2r2/w(z)2 , (6.6)

where r and z are the transverse and axial directions respectively, and w(z) is

the laser waist radius along z. As the laser power is changed, by either adding or

removing pellicle beamsplitters, the absolute intensity distribution in the interaction

region is rescaled to a new I0 however the relative intensity distribution stays the
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same. It is possible to split the Gaussian profile into intensity ’levels’. The number

of levels is determined by the number of predictions there are for intensities below

I0. An example is presented in Fig. 6.4 where for a Gaussian beam with intensity

of I0 = 5.0× 1014 W/cm2 there are six other intensity levels which contribute to the

profile.

A schematic diagram of the interaction region can be seen in Fig. 6.5. The atomic

H beam is modeled as cylinder with a diameter of dat = 0.5 mm and the density is

taken to be constant inside the cylinder and zero outside. w0 is typically ∼ 45 µm

in the interaction region which corresponds to a Rayleigh range of zR ∼ 8 mm.

Since zR >> dat, the laser profile does not change significantly during propagation

through the atomic beam and we can therefore approximate the interaction region

as a cylinder of length dat and radius w0.

6.2.2 Theory of post-processing

Neglecting the spatial variation of laser intensity, the expression for the total ioni-

sation rate in spherical coordinates for a constant peak intensity is,

P (VD, I) =

∫
dP (E, θ, I)

dEdθ
f(E, θ, VD) sin θ dθ dϕ dE. (6.7)

Here the sin θ term is included because the differential ionisation rates are given

per solid angle. The f(E, θ, VD) term is the acceptance function derived from the

SIMION simulations of the detection system (see Chapter 4). The acceptance func-

tion describes which electrons are detected by the channeltron as a function of

electron momentum.

If a step function is defined as Θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and Θ(x) = 0 for x < 0 then

we can represent the acceptance function as:

f(E, θ, VD) = Θ(θ0(VD, E)− θ), (6.8)

where θ0 is the simulated acceptance angle as a function of VD. A new expression

for the total ionisation rate is arrived at,

P (VD, I) =

∫
dP (E,Θ, I)

dEdθ
Θ(θ0(VD, E)− θ) sin θ dθ dϕ dE

= 2π

∫ ∞

0

∫ θ0(VD,E)

0

dP (E,Θ, I)

dEdθ
sin θ dθ dE. (6.9)
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Because the interaction region is independent of the azimuthal angle ϕ, due to

cylindrical symmetry, we get a constant 2π outside the integrands. Eq. 6.9 gives

the total ionisation rate for a peak intensity with no focal volume averaging. To take

into account the Gaussian profile of the laser beam, an approximate continuous form

of P (VD, I) is found by generating a spline fit to the angle integrated theoretical data.

The continuous form of P (VD, I) is then integrated over the intensity distribution

of the Gaussian profile in both the r and z directions,

S(VD, I0) ∝
∫ dat/2

−dat/2

∫ ∞

0

P (VD, I(r))r dr dz. (6.10)

There is not an absolute value for the ionisation rate available as this would require

the complete calibration of the detection system, therefore Eq. 6.10 is computed up

to an overall scaling factor. As the interaction region is approximated as a cylinder,

the contribution to the overall ionisation rate in the z direction can also be included

in this factor. With these simplifications taken into account, final expression for the

ionisation rate is,

S(VD, I0) ∝
∫ ∞

0

P (VD, I0e
−2r2/w2

0)r dr. (6.11)

This integral will predict the overall ionisation rate expected for a Gaussian beam

with peak intensity, I0, at a deflector voltage of VD. A complete data set involves

up to eight intensity data runs performed with an average twenty different deflector

voltage settings.

6.3 Fitting routine

There are two experimental limitations which require a weighted least squares fitting

routine to mediate the comparison of theory and experimental data. These are:

1. The absolute detector efficiency and atomic H density at the interaction region

are unknown

2. The intensity measurements made prior to each data run have a conservative

error estimate of ∼ 15%

The two issues outlined above are addressed by have a fitting function of the form:

Sfit(VD, Inom, A, η) = A ·S(VD, ηInom). (6.12)
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Here A is a constant overall scale factor applied to the yield which accounts for

the first limitation. η is an intensity scaling factor which addresses the second

limitation by giving a fit value for the absolute peak intensity while leaving the

relative intensities of the various data runs at their independently measured values.

The parameter Inom is the measured intensity of each data run. The fitting routine

performs a nonlinear least squares fit of Sfit to the experimental data which is

weighted by the size of the error bars. The error bars include contributions from

shot noise, dissociation fraction error and the Allan deviation analysis.

The goodness of fit of the fitting routine is described by the chi squared param-

eter,

χ2 =
∑
i

(di − di,pred)
2

σ2
d,i

, (6.13)

where di is the ith data point, dyi,pred is the best fit predicted value for the ith data

point and σ2
d,i is the estimated error of the ith data point. If the value of χ2 is on

the same order of the number as the number of data points, there is a good chance

there is agreement between the fit and the data. If the value of χ2 is greater than the

number of data points, then there is significant disagreement between the fit and the

data. While this goodness of fit measure is useful when knowledge of the number of

data points is known, it means very little without this knowledge. A better measure

of the goodness of fit is to normalise χ2 with the number of degrees of freedom in

the fit (v). This measure of the goodness of the fit is called the reduced chi squared

and is expressed as,

χ̃2 =
1

v
χ2

=
1

Npts −Nparams

χ2, (6.14)

where Npts is the total number of data points in the fitting procedure and Nparams

is the number of fit parameters. In the situation presented here, v is typically on

the order of 102 as there are only two fit parameters while there is up to 250 data

points. Ideally, if the fit is perfect and the error bars truly reflect the error in each

measurement, χ̃2 = 1. A value of χ̃2 << 1 indicates that the fit has succeeded

better than expected which can generally be attributed to an overestimation of the

experimental error. A value of χ̃2 >> 1, conversely, indicates that the fit has been
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unsuccessful. This could be because either the fit is of the wrong functional form or

the error bars have been underestimated.

6.4 Comparison of theory and experimental data
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(a) Raw data versus the SFA predictions. Val-
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are: A = 3.90, η = 1.34, χ̃2 = 74.60
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(b) Raw data versus the TDSE predictions.
Values of the fit parameters and goodness of
fit are: A = 1.96, η = 0.96 and χ̃2 = 8.88

Figure 6.6: Atomic H electron yields are compared to predictions from the TDSE
and the SFA. Eight data runs are shown which correspond to different laser inten-
sities. The respective intensities are labeled next to their corresponding data runs
(×1014 W/cm2).

A result of the weighted least squares fitting routine is presented in Fig. 6.6. In this

figure, experimentally measured electron yields from atomic H are shown for eight

different laser intensities. The laser intensities are labeled next to their respective

data runs (×1014 W/cm2) and the resulting data are compared to the predictions

of both the TDSE and the SFA for the same peak laser intensities. In the case

of the SFA, shown in Fig. 6.6(a), the goodness of fit value is χ̃2 = 74.60 which

indicates that there is extremely poor agreement between the data and theory. This

poor agreement is obvious without the aid of χ̃2, as even by eye it can be seen

that the predictions completely fail to follow the experimental ionisation yields. In

the case of the TDSE (Fig. 6.6(b)), however, the theoretical predictions follow the

experimental data much more accurately. This is confirmed by the reduced chi

squared being χ̃2 = 8.88 which is much lower. The value of χ̃2 for the TDSE is still

considerably larger than one which suggests that the fit was not entirely successful.
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(a) Intensity adjusted data versus the SFA
predictions. Values of the fit parameters and
goodness of fit are: A = 3.97, η = 1.30 and
χ̃2 = 44.36
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(b) Intensity adjusted data versus the TDSE
predictions. Values of the fit parameters and
goodness of fit are: A = 1.96, η = 0.95 and
χ̃2 = 1.38

Figure 6.7: The results of the least square fitting routine after minimising the value
of χ̃2. Intensity adjustments were all < 10% and are therefore within the estimated
intensity measurement error. The theory curves of the TDSE simulation overlap
with the experimental data after minimising the value of χ̃2.

Within error, the TDSE predictions agree fairly well with the experimental data

for all but one laser intensity. The intensity in question was measured as 3.0 ×
1014 W/cm2 just prior to its corresponding data run being measured. As mentioned

in Chapter 3, a conservative estimate of the error in any intensity measurement

is ∼ 15%. It is therefore not unexpected that at least one intensity measurement

might be slightly out and cause the data run to not overlap with the theoretical

simulations. On careful scrutiny, it can be seen that a number of the data runs

do not completely overlap exactly with the TDSE predictions. Again, these very

slight mismatches may be explained by the intensity determination error. A method

by which these small errors can be taken into account is to minimise the value of

χ̃2 by slightly adjusting the values of the measured intensities. As long as all the

intensity adjustments are less than 15%, any difference between the experimental

data and the TDSE predictions can be attributed to the error in absolute intensity

determination.

The results of minimising χ̃2 are presented in Fig. 6.7 and it is apparent that the

TDSE predictions agree with the experimental data much better than in the raw

data seen in Fig. 6.6. This is reflected in the decrease in the value of χ̃2 for the TDSE

simulations from 8.88 to 1.38. While it is true that χ̃2 is still > 1, it is only slightly
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so. This indicates that the error bars on the data points are slightly underestimated.

The reason for this is unclear, but it could be due to some experimental fluctuation

which are yet to be identified. On the other hand, with a value as high as χ̃2 = 44.36

for the SFA fit, it can be concluded that the SFA completely fails to achieve any

quantitative agreement. From this evidence it is reasonable to conclude that the

SFA systematically overestimates the change of ionisation rate with intensity.
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Figure 6.8: The adjustment percentage required to minimise χ̃2 for each intensity
measurement. All adjustments are within ±5% except for one outlier. The outlier
has a value of -9% which is still consistent with the estimated 15% error in the laser
intensity determination.

Fig. 6.8 shows the percentage adjustment required to minimise χ̃2 for each

measured laser intensity. The adjustment amounts are centered about 0% and are,

with one exception, all within ±5%. These results are from the same data run

mentioned above which did not agree with the theory predictions in Fig. 6.6. The

measured laser intensity was 3.0×1014 W/cm2 and its adjustment amount was -9%.

Even though is it an obvious outlier, it is still well below the estimated intensity

determination error limit of 15%. Therefore there is justification in suggesting that

the reason for the outlier is an erroneous intensity measurement. It is also apparent

that the error in the measurement of the laser intensity is more likely ∼ 10% which

is not surprising as the 15% estimate from Chapter 3 was rather conservative. An

intensity determination error at this level is comparable to the current state of the

art [104].
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(a) The percentage difference from experimen-
tal data of the TDSE predictions for the raw
data shown in Fig. 6.6.

 

(b) The percentage difference from experimen-
tal data of the TDSE predictions for the inten-
sity adjusted data shown in Fig. 6.7.

Figure 6.9: Histograms of the percent difference for both the raw and intensity
adjusted data. It is unclear how much quantitative agreement can be seen with
the raw data but agreement at the 10% level can clearly be seen for the intensity
adjusted data.

With these intensity adjustments, the data and the TDSE predictions overlap

extremely well. The level of quantitative agreement can be determined by construct-

ing a histogram of the percentage difference between theory and experiment for each

data point. Fig. 6.9 shows the histograms for the raw data (Fig. 6.9(a)) and for the

intensity adjusted data (Fig. 6.9(b)). Obviously, before any adjustments were made

it was hard to claim quantitative agreement at any significant level. In fact, less than

60% of the data points are within ±20% of the theoretical predictions. After the

adjustments, however, it can be seen that the histogram compresses significantly. In

this case, ∼ 70% of the data points are within ±10% of the TDSE predictions. The

claim of quantitative agreement between experimental data and theory predictions

at the 10% level is therefore clearly justified.

The value of η determined by the TDSE fit of the intensity adjusted data is

0.94 ± 0.01 times the independently measured absolute intensity scale. Since this

scale factor is consistent with 1 to within the absolute intensity calibration error

of 10%, it is apparent that the TDSE fit is capable of extracting the true peak

intensity from the data at this level of uncertainty. On the other hand, the SFA fit

gives a scale factor of 1.27± 0.04, well outside our error estimate for determination

of absolute intensity.

So far, only data from the top channeltron in Fig. 4.1 on page 64 has been
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(b) α = 0.9

Figure 6.10: A comparison of the electron counts for the top channeltron (red) and
the bottom channeltron (blue). a) This graph shows the situation where the value
of α = 0.8 is used in Eq. 4.3, corresponds to when the channeltrons are 0.5 mm
away from the deflector plates. The data are obviously not equivalent. b) After
changing the value of α to 0.9 for the bottom channeltron, the data sets from the
top and bottom channeltrons overlap almost completely. This situation corresponds
to a slight vertical shift of the bottom channeltron which could have occurred during
the vacuum bake out.

presented. The data from the top channeltron generally agrees with the TDSE

predictions better for the value of α = 0.8 in Eq. 4.3 on page 66. Eq. 4.3 is

repeated here for convenience,

ED ≈ α (VD − VDO) .

The value of α = 0.8 was found under the assumption that the channeltrons are

0.5 mm away from the deflector plates as per the situation when the detection

system was first installed. A comparison of the number of counts detected by the

top and bottom channeltrons with α = 0.8 is presented in Fig. 6.10(a). It is

obvious that the data are not equivalent as would be expected if the detection

system worked the same for both channeltrons. The bottom channeltron (blue)

systematically underestimates the electron counts compared to the top channeltron

(red). A possible explanation for this behaviour is a vertical shift of the bottom

channeltron relative to the deflector plate. This situation was discussed on page

76 in Chapter 4 with respect to Panel C in Fig. 4.9: as the channeltron is shifted

vertically from the deflector plate, a corresponding increase in the value of α is

expected due to the fringing fields from the channeltron becoming smaller. This
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hypothesis can be tested by changing the value of α for the bottom channeltron

data only and observing whether the two channeltron data sets overlap. The results

of this test are presented in Fig. 6.10(b) where α is now equal to 0.9. In this

situation the two data sets now almost completely overlap which suggests that the

cause of the discrepancy is a slight vertical shift of the bottom channeltron. The

reason for this shift could be movement during the vacuum bake out. As the bake

out temperatures were > 100◦C for over three days, it seems plausible that the

high temperatures caused the channeltron mount to relax and fall slightly under the

influence of gravity.

Finally, it is important to note that the results described in this chapter are

repeatable as similar results were taken on three different days. While the initial in-

tensity determinations on the two days not presented here were slightly less accurate,

the adjustments necessary conformed with the 10% error estimate.





Chapter 7

Conclusions

“Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance you must keep

moving.”

– Albert Einstein (1879–1955).

7.1 Review of research

In this thesis experimental data is presented from the interaction of atomic hydro-

gen (H) and a few-cycle high intensity laser. The energy distribution of electrons

from photoionisation is compared with theoretical predictions from both the time

dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) and the strong field approximation (SFA).

The atomic H beam is created via collisional dissociation in a radio frequency

discharge which is powered by a helical resonator. The dissociation efficiency of the

discharge is determined via emission spectroscopy of two atomic H lines, Balmer-α

and Balmer-β, and the (2-2)Q rotational series of the H2 Fulcher-α system. The

atomic beam emerging from the discharge is 80 ± 7% atomic H atoms by number

with the remainder being undissociated H2.

The few-cycle laser has a repetition rate of 1 kHz and provides pulse durations

of 6.3± 0.2 fs (∼ 2.5 optical cycles) to the interaction region. Laser diagnostics are

in place to measure the optical power, the pulse duration and the focused spot size

in order to calculate the laser intensity at the interaction region. Typical errors in

the resultant laser intensity determination are at the 10% level.

The interaction of the atomic H beam and the few-cycle laser occurs in a cham-

ber which is under ultra high vacuum. Inside the vacuum chamber is a detection

system which is composed of a series of electrostatic lenses which act to repel low

energy electrons. Electrons passing the repeller are accelerated to 250 eV before

being detected by a channeltron which is positioned in line with the laser polar-

ization direction and functions in electron counting mode. The voltage applied to

111
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the repeller determines the minimum electron energy that is detected. A sweep of

the voltage applied to the repeller whilst counting the number of detected electrons

results in an integrated ionised electron energy distribution. In order to obtain the

electron yield for atomic H alone (CH), the voltage sweeps are taken for the follow-

ing three settings: with the resonator on (CON), with the resonator off (COFF ) and

with the atomic beam blocked (CBACK) to collect a background measurement. The

parameters are combined according to,

CH = (CON − CBACK)− (1− µ)(COFF − CBACK), (7.1)

where µ is the dissociation fraction of atomic H beam. The procedure is repeated

for a range of peak intensities from 1.2−5.4×1014 W/cm2 while varying the repeller

voltage from 10 V to a maximum of 80 V. The peak intensity is changed by inserting

pellicle beamsplitters which have a negligible effect on the pulse duration.

The experimental data are compared to the predictions of the strong field ap-

proximation (SFA) and the time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) via a

least squares fitting routine after taking Gaussian focal averaging into account. The

comparison of experimental data with theoretical predictions results in quantitative

agreement at the 10% level which is limited by laser fluctuations over the course of

an experimental data run.

7.2 Implications

The future of attosecond science relies on the correct physical interpretation of the

laser-matter interactions. An experiment in which theoretical models are compared

to experimental data in a quantitative manner would provide information about

whether the models completely capture all of the significant interaction physics. No

previous experiment of this kind has been reported in the literature and as such

there is a pressing need for results to benchmark the field. In this dissertation, data

of benchmark quality has been presented for an order of magnitude change in laser

intensity and electron energy. The electron yield resulting from the interaction of a

beam of atomic H with a few-cycle laser has been presented and analysed for a range

of laser intensities. Quantitative agreement at the 10% level between the predictions

of the TDSE and the experimental data is found over a wide range of parameters.

The commonly used SFA fails to quantitatively agree with the data. We can there-

fore resolve between TDSE and SFA predictions with a high degree of confidence.
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This marks the first ever quantitative result in the field of attosecond science, as such

this is unprecedented and should provide a basis for future quantitative experiments

in attosecond physics, chemistry and biology.

7.3 Future direction

The results presented in this thesis are just the first step in the ongoing attosecond

research at the Australian Attosecond Science Facility. Currently plans are under-

way to install a time-of-flight (TOF) spectrum analyser in the atomic H experimen-

tal system. The TOF system will provide the capability to collect energy resolved

electron spectra extending into the cutoff region at 10UP . A system of this type

has far reaching prospects for quantitative comparisons of theory and experimental

data. Two measurements of interest are the energy resolved electron distributions

as a function of the carrier envelope and the angular energy distributions. If each

of these experiments is compared to theoretical predictions in a manner similar to

the method described in this thesis, it would provide more stringent tests on the

theoretical models used to predict the results of the interaction of few-cycle pulses

with matter.
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Figure 7.1: The output power (red) and conversion efficiency (blue) of the SHG
setup. A maximum of 2.3 W at 514.7 nm is created with a maximum conversion
efficiency of over 30%. The broken red line is to guide the eye only.

We wish to increase our signal rate for future experiments by employing laser

guiding of the atomic H beam. An intracavity intensity of ∼ 107 W/cm2 is required
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to create a trap depth in the mK region. This trap depth would be sufficient to

keep the H atoms transversely confined. An intracavity intensity of 107 W/cm2

corresponds to a circulating power of a few times 104 W if we assume a beam waist

of 100 µm.

In another future experiment the dipole guide could also be used for laser cooling

of atomic H using mode-locked laser pulses [119]. The cooling transition is the 1S -

2S two-photon transition at 243 nm. To eliminate any position dependence on the

transition wavelength, the polarisability of the 1S state and the 2S state need to

be equal. For this condition to be satisfied, the dipole guiding light must be at the

‘magic wavelength’ of 514.7 nm. For this reason the wavelength of light used in the

enhancement cavity for all experiments is 514.7 nm.

The light at 514.7 nm has already been generated by frequency doubling an

amplified fibre laser at ∼1029.4 nm in a periodically poled magnesium doped lithium

niobate (PPMgLN) crystal. The output power of the second harmonic generation

(SHG) is presented in Fig. 7.1. A maximum power of 2.3 W can be generated and

if this power is input into the buildup cavity, an intracavity buildup factor of about

104 is needed, corresponding to a cavity finesse of the same order. By using end

mirrors of 99.995% reflectivity, a test cavity with a finesse of ∼90,000 has already

been created.

The next step towards guiding atomic H is to implement a cavity of similar

finesse in the vacuum system. With the dipole guiding in place, the number of elec-

trons detected will increase by orders of magnitude, resulting in much larger signal

strengths. The addition of a buildup cavity will also be crucial if high harmonic

generation (HHG) in atomic H is pursued as high atomic densities are necessary to

obtain sufficient signal.
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